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Privacy Statement 

 

This report includes redactions of the names and other identifying information of victims, 
witnesses, and family members. The public interest in such information is limited as it is not 
necessary to gain an understanding of the incident. Thus, the interest in nondisclosure clearly 
outweighs any public interest in disclosure. 

For reasons related to privacy, as well as the readability of this report, the victims and 
witnesses will be indexed as follows: 

• Witness 1 (W-1), Lyft Driver  
• Witness 2 (W-2), Driver of white vehicle GOMEZ attempted to enter  
• Witness 3 (W-3), Witness to physical struggle between GOMEZ and officers  
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Executive Summary 

  On 2/24/21 at approximate 12;04 a.m.1, Antioch Police received a 911 call from a male, 
later identified as Arturo GOMEZ Calel [hereinafter referred to as GOMEZ], reporting someone 
hacked his phone.  GOMEZ sounded paranoid and appeared to be involved in an argument with 
W-1, who was a Lyft rideshare operator.   

Antioch Police Officers Mulholland and Lassas were doubled up working patrol and 
responded to the call for service at Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way. Antioch Officer Saffold 
was working as a solo unit and drove to that location to assist.   

Officers Mulholland and Lassas arrived first and contacted GOMEZ on the sidewalk.  
GOMEZ appeared to be experiencing psychiatric issues and/or was under the influence of 
drugs.    GOMEZ repeatedly told the officers that they were not the “real” police and proceeded 
to run away from the officers across Lone Tree Way towards James Donlon Blvd, which are 
heavily traveled roadways for vehicles.   As GOMEZ traversed Lone Tree Way, he was almost hit 
by several moving vehicles in lanes of traffic.   

GOMEZ ran up to a nearby intersection and began knocking on the car window of a 
vehicle being driven by a passing female motorist ,W-2.  W-2 sped off in an attempt to get away 
from GOMEZ. GOMEZ ran after the vehicle and then ran into additional lanes of traffic where 
he was almost hit by another motorist. 

Officers followed GOMEZ, who fell to the ground during the pursuit.  Officer Mulholland 
ordered GOMEZ to stay down, but GOMEZ began to stand back up. Officer Mulholland used his 
bodyweight to take GOMEZ back to the ground. Once down, GOMEZ was prone with his 
stomach facing the ground.   

Officer Lassas and Saffold arrived to help take GOMEZ into custody.  Officer Mulholland 
positioned himself on GOMEZ’s right side and was attempting to free up GOMEZ’s right arm to 
handcuff him, while Officer Lassas attempted to free GOMEZ’s left arm to handcuff him. 
GOMEZ resisted this attempt by holding his hands underneath his torso.  Both officers were 
initially unsuccessful in handcuffing GOMEZ.  

Officer Saffold assisted taking GOMEZ into custody by attempting to use a leg lock 
technique to help control GOMEZ.  Officers were unable to handcuff GOMEZ, which prompted 
Officer Saffold to tase GOMEZ multiple times.  GOMEZ appeared unaffected by the taser. 
Officers Mulholland and Lassas were eventually able to free GOMEZ’s hands from underneath 
his body and successfully handcuffed him behind his back.   

Within 30 seconds of being handcuffed, officers noticed GOMEZ became non-
responsive.   Officers removed GOMEZ’s handcuffs, rendered aid, and began life saving 

 
1 All times and distances listed in this report are approximations. 
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measures until paramedics arrived.  GOMEZ was transported by ambulance to Sutter Delta 
Medical Center where he was later pronounced deceased. At no time during the attempted 
detention did the officers use impact weapons, choke holds, carotid restraints or application of 
pressure to GOMEZ’s neck area. 

On February 25th, 2021, the Contra Costa County Coroner’s Office conducted an autopsy 
on Arturo GOMEZ.  GOMEZ’s official cause of death was listed as “Asphyxia and cardiac arrest 
while in a prone position during a struggle with police after being tased while under the 
influence.” 

A thorough review of all evidence available in this case reveals that, under the totality of 
the circumstances, the officers’ use of force was reasonable. As such, no further action will be 
taken in this case.    

 

INTRODUCTION 

This report is the final step in the Contra Costa County District Attorney’s Office 
[CCCDAO] investigation of the Antioch Police Department’s  [APD] Law Enforcement Involved 
Fatal Incident of Arturo GOMEZ on February 24th, 2021, in Antioch, California.  

  The CCCDAO and every law enforcement agency in Contra Costa County follow the Law 
Enforcement Involved Fatal Incident Protocol (“the Protocol”)2 to investigate incidents when 
officers or civilians are shot, killed, or die during an encounter with law enforcement. Under the 
Protocol, the CCCDAO investigates all in-custody deaths in Contra Costa County for the purpose 
of making an independent determination of criminal liability. The sole purpose of the District 
Attorney investigation is to determine if there is proof beyond a reasonable doubt that an 
individual involved in the law enforcement involved fatality committed a crime.  

Pursuant to the Protocol, immediately after an in-custody death, the involved law 
enforcement agency is required to notify the appropriate district attorney personnel. Once 
notified, trained, and experienced members of the District Attorney’s Office respond to the 
scene and begin the criminal investigation. In addition, criminal investigators from the law 
enforcement agency involved in the incident and from the jurisdiction where the incident 
occurred, if different, respond to the scene as well. It is important to note that although these 
investigations happen simultaneously, each agency conducts its own independent investigation.  

As part of the criminal investigation, law enforcement officers and civilians who 
witnessed the incident may be interviewed, evidence is collected at the scene and may be 

 
2 Contra Costa County was one of the first counties in the country to adopt a fatal incident protocol between the 
District Attorney and the law enforcement agencies within the county. The complete LEIFI protocol document can 
be located on the Contra Costa County District Attorney’s Office website.  
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submitted to the county crime lab for testing and analysis, in addition to any other relevant 
investigative work necessary to complete the investigation. The Contra Costa County Sheriff’s 
Office Crime Lab responds to every incident and is responsible for evidence collection. 

During the course of the criminal investigation, an officer or deputy has the right to be 
represented by an attorney. They may voluntarily choose to provide a statement, physical 
evidence, or other relevant information during the criminal and administrative investigations. 
Under the law, neither an officer nor civilian can be compelled to give a statement as part of a 
law enforcement agency administrative investigation only. (See, Public Safety Officers 
Procedural Bill of Rights Act, Government Code Sections 3300 et seq.). In accordance with the 
law, the CCCDAO does not participate in compelled administrative investigation interviews and 
does not review them as part of the independent criminal investigation. There are very narrow 
circumstances where an exception to this rule is allowed.  

Independent of the CCCDAO and in accordance with the Protocol, the Coroner’s Division 
of the Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Office (CCCSO) conducts a Coroner’s Inquest following 
most deaths that involve law enforcement personnel or law enforcement operations or 
activities within Contra Costa County. 

The Coroner’s Inquest is open to the public, conducted by a hearing officer (a private 
attorney hired by the Coroner’s Division) and is held in front of a jury of citizens randomly 
selected from the Contra Costa County Superior Court jury pool. During the inquest, the hearing 
officer questions witnesses, and additional evidence may be presented. After hearing all the 
evidence, the role of the jury is to decide whether the death was by (1) natural causes, (2) 
suicide, (3) accident, or (4) at the hands of another person other than by accident (i.e., 
homicide). The jury’s decision has no legal bearing on the civil or criminal investigations or 
liability of any person(s) involved in the incident.  

In the present case, the Coroner’s Inquest occurred on February 25th, 2022.  At the 
conclusion of the hearing, the jury found the death of Arturo GOMEZ was by “accident.” 
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INVESTIGATION 

Overview: 

 

On 2/24/21 at approximately 1:30am, Assistant Chief Arnold Threets (CCCDAO) was notified by 
Lt. John Fortner (APD), that an in-custody death had occurred in the City of Antioch. The 
Protocol was invoked and Assistant Chief Threets notified Lt. Eddie Sousa (CCCDAO).Together 
they assembled a team of senior inspectors and deputy district attorneys to investigate the 
incident.  

  

The CCCDAO investigative team went to Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Blvd to view the 
crime scene. At the time they viewed the crime scene, the roadway was being physically 
guarded by APD personnel and the entire surrounding area was marked off with crime scene 
tape to aid in the preservation of physical evidence. The CCCSO Forensics Division (Crime Lab) 
was notified and responded to document their findings and collect evidence.  

  

After viewing the crime scene, the CCCDAO investigative team responded to APD to attend a 
briefing with the APD investigative team. A joint briefing with both agencies was held to give an 
overview of the incident and to ensure everyone with an active role in the investigation had the 
same information before any further steps were taken in the investigation.  

  

Following the briefing, Lt. Sousa assigned the listed personnel to specific investigative tasks that 
were to be performed with their counterparts from APD: 

  

Team 1:           Senior Inspector Aaron Ross and Detective Thomas Smith (APD) 

            Assignments: Interview involved officers and W-1 (Lyft driver)  

  

Team 2:           Senior Inspector John Garcia and Detective Lauren Bledsoe (APD)    

            Assignments: Interview Con Fire, AMR, ER staff, and witness officers   
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Team 3:           Detective Casey Brogdon (APD) and Detective Spencer Cox (APD)   

            Assignments: Vehicle search, cell phone warrant, obtain potential video footage  

  

Team 4:           Detective Randall Gragg (APD) and Detective Matthew Summers (APD)  

            Assignments:  Neighborhood/video canvas, locate and interview (W-2) and  

            (W-3)   

  

Team 5:           Detective Quamaine Murphy (APD), Detective Marcos Torres (APD), and             
Detective Ryan McDonald (APD)   

            Assignments: Neighborhood/Video Canvas  

  

Team 6:           Detective Zechariah Matis (APD) and Detective Adam Duffy (APD)  

            Assignments: Neighborhood/video canvas                                                                                          

Team 7:           Detective Jiseok Jeong (APD), Detective Brittney Crites (APD), CSO  

            Samantha Peterson (APD) and Senior Inspector John Garcia  

            Assignments: Crime Scene related duties  

   

Team 8:           Criminalist Helen Kim (CCCSO Crime Lab) and Criminalist Sarina Sigmon (CCCSO 
Crime Lab) 

            Assignments: Process crime scene  

 

Executive Team:  Assistant Chief Arnold Threets, Lt. Eddie Sousa, Lt. John Fortner, and         
Sergeant James Stenger (APD)  
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Evidence Reviewed: 

• The crime scene  
• Dispatch records and logs of the incident 
• 9-1-1 audio recordings 
• All Antioch Police Department reports and CCCDAO investigative reports 
• Interviews of all police officers categorized as actors and witnesses  
• Interviews of all civilian witnesses associated with this incident  
• Interviews of the responding support personnel 
• All available video footage 
• Autopsy of Arturo GOMEZ  
• CCC Forensics Services Division Report 
• CCCSO Coroner’s Inquest testimony and findings 

 

Factual Summary: 

On 2/24/21 at approximately 0004 hours, Antioch Police received a 911 call from a 
male, later identified as Arturo GOMEZ, reporting someone hacked his phone.  GOMEZ sounded 
paranoid and appeared to be involved in an argument with another male, who was later 
identified as W-1.   

W-1 is a Lyft rideshare operator and was providing a ride for GOMEZ.  Mid fare, GOMEZ 
made statements to W-1 that were paranoid in nature and lead W-1 to believe GOMEZ was 
scared and in trouble.  According to W-1, W-1 shared his phone with GOMEZ because GOMEZ 
stated W-1 was not driving the correct route to GOMEZ’s destination.  The argument over W-1's 
phone started as W-1 attempted to retrieve his phone back from GOMEZ. 

Antioch Police Officers Mulholland and Lassas were doubled up working patrol and 
responded to the call for service.  Officer Saffold was working as a solo unit and drove to 
Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way to assist.  The three officers were wearing full Antioch 
Police uniforms and driving marked Antioch Police patrol cars. 

Officers Mulholland and Lassas arrived first and contacted GOMEZ on the sidewalk.  
Both officers indicated, based on their training and experience, that GOMEZ appeared to have a 
psychiatric issue and/or was under the influence of drugs.  [A subsequent toxicology report 
indicated that GOMEZ tested positive for amphetamine and methamphetamine.]     

As Officers Mulholland and Lassas tried to communicate with GOMEZ that they were 
there to help, GOMEZ repeatedly told them that they were not the “real” police. GOMEZ ran 
from the officers across Lone Tree Way towards James Donlon Blvd.  Lone Tree Way and James 
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Donlon Blvd are both main thoroughfares in Antioch and are heavily traveled roadways for 
vehicles, even at night.  As GOMEZ traversed Lone Tree Way, he was almost hit by several 
moving vehicles in lanes of traffic.   

GOMEZ ran up to a vehicle waiting for the red light at a nearby intersection and began 
knocking on the car window of a vehicle being driven by a passing female motorist [W-2].  The 
vehicle sped off in an attempt to get away from GOMEZ and GOMEZ ran after her vehicle.  
GOMEZ then ran into traffic lanes and was almost hit by another motorist. 

Officer Mulholland decided to pursue GOMEZ on foot for his own safety as well as the 
safety of the public.  During the short foot pursuit, GOMEZ fell to the ground, which allowed 
Officer Mulholland to catch up to GOMEZ in the left-hand turn pocket of eastbound James 
Donlon Blvd at Lone Tree Way. 

Officer Mulholland ordered GOMEZ to stay down, but GOMEZ began to stand back up. 
In response, Officer Mulholland used his bodyweight to take GOMEZ back to the ground.  Once 
down, GOMEZ was prone with his stomach facing the ground.   

Officer Lassas arrived to help take GOMEZ into custody.  Officer Mulholland was 
positioned on GOMEZ’s right side and was attempting to free up GOMEZ’s arm to handcuff him. 
Officer Lassas positioned himself on the left side of GOMEZ and tried to free GOMEZ’s left arm 
to handcuff him.   

GOMEZ resisted this attempt by holding his hands underneath his torso.  Both officers 
used arrest and control techniques to attempt to gain control of GOMEZ but were unsuccessful.  
Both officers described GOMEZ’s body as rigid, sweating and above average in strength. 

When Officer Saffold arrived, he assisted in attempting to take GOMEZ into custody.  
Initially Officer Safford attempted to assist Mulholland in putting GOMEZ’s hands behind his 
back.  Officer Saffold then attempted to use a leg lock technique to help control GOMEZ.  
Officer Saffold then announced his intent to deploy his department issued taser. Officer Saffold 
discharged his taser darts at short proximity on GOMEZ and the taser darts struck GOMEZ in 
the buttocks area.  

At this time, Officers Mulholland and Lassas maintained some degree of control over 
GOMEZ’s arms but moved slightly away from him in order to prevent being struck by the taser 
darts. Officer Stafford administered two initial taser applications on GOMEZ, which were 
ineffective.  Officer Saffold checked his taser to verify it was working properly and applied a 
direct taser stun to GOMEZ’s lower leg area.  This taser application also appeared ineffective. 

Officers Mulholland and Lassas were eventually able to free GOMEZ’s hands from 
underneath his body and successfully handcuffed him using two pairs of handcuffs strung 
together.  Officers Joe Magana and Officer Nicholas Shipilov arrived on scene to assist.  During 
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the attempted detention, no impact weapons, choke holds, carotid restraint or application of 
pressure to GOMEZ’s neck area were used by any officer. 

Within 30 seconds of being handcuffed, officers noticed GOMEZ appeared to be having 
a medical issue. Officers removed GOMEZ’s handcuffs and determined CPR was necessary.  
Officer Shipilov retrieved an AED and Officer Lassas retrieved Narcan medication from their 
patrol cars. Officers began CPR and two Narcan applications were administered during the 
attempted lifesaving process.  Officers continued CPR until relieved by paramedics. 

GOMEZ was transported by ambulance to Sutter Delta Medical Center where he was 
later pronounced deceased.  On scene involved officers were sequestered and the county Law 
Enforcement Involved Fatal Protocol was invoked by Antioch Police supervisors.  

On February 25th, 2022, the Contra Costa County Coroner’s Office conducted an autopsy 
on GOMEZ.  Dr. Arnold Josselson concluded that GOMEZ’s cause of death was “Asphyxia and 
cardiac arrest while in a prone position during a struggle with police after being tased while 
under the influence.” 

911/Dispatch/Radio Traffic Timeline:  

 On the evening of 2/24/21 at approximately, 0004 hours, Antioch Police Dispatch 
received a 911 call from Arturo GOMEZ.  Dispatch attempted to ascertain the details of the call, 
but GOMEZ appeared out of breath and in an elevated state of excitement. The call location 
was at the intersection of Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way in Antioch, CA. Dispatch made 
call notes that GOMEZ sounded paranoid and reported his phone was hacked.  Additionally, 
dispatch noted GOMEZ was in a verbal argument, which was possibly turning physical.  GOMEZ 
requested a police response and appeared to be in a dispute over a phone with another male 
subject. 

0008 hours –  Call entered by dispatched 

  Officer Mulholland acknowledges enroute to call 

  Officer Saffold acknowledges enroute to call 

0010 hours - Officer Mulholland on scene 

0012 hours - Dispatch entry that subject is running away across Lone Tree Way 

0013 hours - Dispatch is advised subject is westbound on James Donlon Blvd 

0014 hours -  “Z6”  (Mulholland/Lassas’ call sign) advises subject is going to get run over 

0014 hours -  Dispatch makes entry that units are “fighting one – eastbound lanes of James 
Donlon Blvd” 

0015 hours –  “Z6”  (Mulholland/Lassas’ call sign) advises “clear for medical”  
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0016 hours -  “Z5” (Saffold’s call sign) advises dispatch of taser deployment 

0016 hours -  Code 3 medical (paramedics) are enroute to scene at Lone Tree Way at James 
Donlon Blvd 

0017 hours -  ADT security contacts APD because W-1 uses Lyft app emergency button 

0018 hours -  Dispatch is advised “the male is unconscious” 

0019 hours -  Dispatch is advised “CPR in progress” 

0020 hours -  “Z6” (Mulholland/Lassas’ call sign) advises subject is not breathing 

0021 hours - Fire Department/Paramedics arrive on scene 

0025 hours -  Contact is made with W-1 – doesn’t know his location for contact 

0026 hours -  W-1’s location is found to be at 2128 Carpenteria 

0030 hours - Fire Department is enroute to Sutter Delta Medical Center with GOMEZ 

0036 hours -  APD units are advised to locate witnesses 

Unit is sent to locate W-1 

0047 hours -  APD units on scene are advised to check scene for evidence 

0054 hours -  APD is advised that GOMEZ is deceased 

0114 hours - W-1 is followed to APD 

0132 hours -  LEIFI protocol invoked by APD 

0132 hours -  Assistant Chief Arnold Threets notified by APD 

Scene Description: 

The incident occurred at the intersection of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Blvd. 
Lone Tree Way is a major thoroughfare through the city of Antioch. The roadway is heavily 
traveled with vehicle traffic and the area is mixed between residential and commercial. Lone 
Tree Way is a four-lane divided roadway with turn pockets that is controlled by a traffic light at 
James Donlon Blvd. The speed limit on Lone Tree Way in this area is 45 MPH.  James Donlon 
Blvd is also a heavily traveled thoroughfare that primarily carries residential traffic between 
Sommerville Road and Lone Tree Way.  The four-lane divided highway has a speed limit of 40 
MPH.  James Donlon Blvd ends at Lone Tree Way, but the road turns on Ridgerock Drive after 
Lone Tree Way.   

 The area where the involved Antioch Police officers were attempting to take GOMEZ 
into custody was in the left turn pocket of east bound James Donlon Boulevard just west of 
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Lone Tree Way.  GOMEZ was subsequently transported to a nearby hospital and the area was 
blocked off with crime scene tape and secured by Antioch Police on James Donlon Boulevard 
from Lone Tree Way to about one block west of the intersection.   

See the pictures below for further detail on next page: 
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Vehicular and Body Worn Camera Footage: 

At the time of this incident, the Antioch Police department did not have vehicle or body worn 
cameras. 

Interviews of Involved Police Officers:  

Interview of Antioch Police Officer Matthew Mulholland: 

Officer Matthew Mulholland was interviewed on 2/24/21 at 0809 hours by Antioch 
Detective Thomas Smith and CCCDAO Senior Inspector Aaron Ross.  Present during the 
interview was Joe Lucia from Rains, Lucia, Stern, St. Phalle & Silver, PC.   The interview was 
conducted in an Antioch Police Department interview room.  Officer Mulholland confirmed he 
understood his statement was voluntary and he could end the interview at any time. 

The following is a summary of the interview with Officer Mulholland:  

Officer Mulholland was doubled up with Officer Lassas in full uniform in a marked APD 
patrol unit.  Officer Mulholland was working his normal shift from 2130 – 0730 hours.  Officer 
Mulholland was the passenger of the vehicle while Officer Lassas drove the patrol car. 

Officer Mulholland and Officer Lassas were dispatched to a verbal disturbance near 
Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way in Antioch.  When they arrived, they encountered GOMEZ 
standing on the corner.  Officer Mulholland began talking with GOMEZ from about 15-20 feet 
away and noticed GOMEZ was looking all around and appeared nervous.  It appeared to him 
that GOMEZ was dealing with either a psychiatric emergency, was on drugs, and/or was a 
victim of a crime. Officer Mulholland said GOMEZ was making statements to him that they, 
“were not the real cops.”  

During their conversation GOMEZ ran from the officers and into traffic on Lone Tree 
Way. Officer Mulholland saw multiple cars almost collide with GOMEZ at a high rate of speed. 
Officer Mulholland saw GOMEZ run up to a white vehicle driven by a woman (W-2), pound on 
her car, and yell at her through her window.  W-2 accelerated away as GOMEZ unsuccessfully 
chased her.   

Officer Mulholland saw GOMEZ again run into the street, nearly getting hit by traffic.  
Officer Mulholland and Officer Lassas strategized how to detain GOMEZ based on his dangerous 
behavior.  Officer Mulholland pursued GOMEZ on foot while Officer Lassas went back to their 
patrol car in an attempt to control vehicle traffic. Officer Mulholland chose to chase GOMEZ on 
foot because GOMEZ was a danger to himself and others by running in traffic and disturbing the 
motorist that was waiting at the red light. 
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GOMEZ ran west on James Donlon Blvd from Lone Tree Way and crossed over the raised 
center divide on James Donlon Blvd.  GOMEZ tripped and fell, likely over the center divider, and 
landed on his hands and knees in the left turn lane of the roadway.   

Officer Mulholland ordered GOMEZ to stay down, but GOMEZ tried to stand back up.  
Officer Mulholland grabbed GOMEZ and used his bodyweight to get GOMEZ onto his stomach 
(prone position) on the ground.  Officer Lassas arrived, and they attempted to handcuff 
GOMEZ, but GOMEZ was forcefully holding his hands underneath his body, while laying on his 
stomach, to prevent them from being able to handcuff him. 

GOMEZ struggled with them as they continued to try and free his hands from 
underneath his body.  Officer Mulholland believed GOMEZ was a safety concern because he 
had not been searched and his hands were unsecure underneath his torso.  Officer Mulholland 
and Officer Lassas continued to try and free GOMEZ’s hands from underneath him as Officer 
Saffold arrived.  Once Officer Saffold arrived, he used a leg lock to secure GOMEZ’s legs for 
approximately 30 seconds to one minute.   

Officer Saffold then decided to use his taser to subdue GOMEZ.  Officer Saffold 
announced he was going to use the taser and then deployed his taser, hitting GOMEZ in the 
lower back/buttocks area.  Officer Safford then tased GOMEZ using a direct stun method where 
the taser was physically pressed against GOMEZ’s body.  The taser applications were ineffective 
on GOMEZ. 

After approximately 30 - 60 seconds, officers were able to free GOMEZ’s hands and 
eventually handcuff GOMEZ behind his back.  They used two sets of handcuffs strung together 
because it was difficult to position GOMEZ’s hands together behind his back with one set of 
handcuffs.   

Officer Mulholland did not strike, use impact weapons, or use any form of choke or 
carotid restraint while taking GOMEZ into custody.  GOMEZ continued to resist being taken into 
custody as he was being handcuffed. 

Within 30 seconds of handcuffing GOMEZ, Officer Mulholland noticed GOMEZ was in 
medical distress and his body went limp. GOMEZ was lying in a prone position and was wearing 
a mask with his hair obstructing his face.  As soon as they noticed GOMEZ was having a medical 
issue, they unhandcuffed GOMEZ and put him in a recovery position.  Paramedics were 
summoned to care for GOMEZ. 

GOMEZ was rolled onto his back and assessed for vitals. It was determined that CPR was 
necessary, and Officer Magana started life saving measures. Officers continued CPR until they 
were relieved by paramedics who arrived at the scene.   
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Interview of Antioch Officer Brenden Lassas: 

Officer Brenden Lassas was interviewed on 2/24/21 at 0936 hours by Antioch Police 
Detective Thomas Smith and CCCDAO Senior Inspector Aaron Ross.  Also present during the 
interview was Joe Lucia from Rains, Lucia, Stern, St. Phalle & Silver, PC.  The interview was 
conducted in an Antioch Police Department interview room. Officer Lassas confirmed he 
understood the interview was voluntary and that he could leave at any time. 

The following is a summary of the interview with Officer Lassas:  

Officer Lassas was assigned the graveyard shift from 2130-0730 hours and was wearing 
his assigned Antioch Police Department uniform.  He was driving a marked Antioch Police 
Department patrol car and was doubled up with Officer Mulholland as his passenger.  During 
their shift, Officer Lassas was dispatched to a 911 call on Lone Tree Way and Ridgerock Drive. 
The call came in over the police radio and he was able to read the details on his computer 
inside his patrol car. 

The call details involved a 911 caller that sounded paranoid, and a physical fight 
appeared to be heard on the call.  Officer Lassas and Officer Mulholland arrived at the scene 
and saw a male, later identified as GOMEZ, standing on Lone Tree Way and Ridgerock Drive 
talking on a cell phone.   

Officer Lassas talked to GOMEZ and asked how they could help him.  Officer Lassas 
noticed GOMEZ appeared to possibly be on narcotics or experiencing a mental health issue.  
GOMEZ’s movements were rapid, he appeared sweaty, and his eyes were bulging.  During their 
conversation, GOMEZ repeatedly told the officers “You are not the police.”  GOMEZ then ran 
away from them and across traffic on Lone Tree Way. As GOMEZ ran away, he was almost 
struck by multiple vehicles.   

GOMEZ ran up to a white vehicle waiting for the red light and knocked on the vehicle’s 
window. GOMEZ told the driver, (W-2) to let him in because “these guys” (presumedly referring 
to the officers) “are here to get him.”  The driver drove away from GOMEZ.  GOMEZ then again 
ran in the street and was almost struck by two vehicles that were traveling approximately 60 
miles an hour.   

Officer Lassas and Officer Mulholland made a decision to take GOMEZ into custody for 
his own safety. Officer Mulholland chased GOMEZ on foot towards James Donlon Boulevard 
and Officer Lassas went back to get the patrol car. Officer Lassas drove to James Donlon 
Boulevard and saw Officer Mulholland was on the ground with GOMEZ.   

Officer Lassas exited his patrol car and grabbed GOMEZ’s left arm in an attempt to try 
and free it from underneath GOMEZ’s body and handcuff him.  Officer Mulholland was 
positioned on GOMEZ’s right side and attempted to free GOMEZ’s right arm in order to 
handcuff GOMEZ. GOMEZ was sweaty, extremely strong and it was difficult to get his arm out 
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from underneath his body. Officer Lassas described GOMEZ as having, “superhuman” strength 
for his size and stature.  

Officer Saffold arrived and controlled GOMEZ’s legs with a leg lock to prevent him from 
kicking the officers. Officer Saffold then deployed his taser to gain compliance from GOMEZ.  
Officers Mulholland and Lassas maintained some degree of control over GOMEZ’s arms but 
moved slightly away to avoid being struck by the taser darts.  The taser darts struck GOMEZ in 
the left buttocks area but appeared ineffective.  Officer Saffold applied a direct stun to GOMEZ 
that was also ineffective.  During this period of time, GOMEZ continued to be aggressive and 
resisted being taken into custody. 

Officers Lassas and Mulholland were able to eventually get both of GOMEZ’s arms 
behind his back and secured into handcuffs.  At that point, Officer Lassas went back to his 
patrol car to get a WRAP device.  When he returned to his patrol car, he heard officers state 
that they were putting GOMEZ into a recovery position.  Officer Lassas returned to where 
GOMEZ was located and saw they were unhandcuffing GOMEZ due to medical issues.   

Officer Lassas grabbed Narcan medication and an AED device from his vehicle. Officer 
Lassas utilized the AED device, administered Narcan, and assisted with CPR. Officer Lassas 
provided rescue breathing until he was relieved by paramedics. 

At no time did he or any other officer apply a choke or carotid restraint to GOMEZ.  At 
no time did officers apply any pressure to GOMEZ’s neck or airway.   

Interview of Antioch Police Officer Darryl Saffold 

Officer Saffold was interviewed on 2/24/21 at 1052 hours by Antioch Detective Thomas 
Smith and CCCDAO Senior Inspector Aaron Ross. Present during the interview was Joe Lucia 
from Rains, Lucia, Stern, St. Phalle & Silver, PC.   The interview was conducted in an Antioch 
Police Department interview room.  Officer Saffold confirmed he understood his statement was 
voluntary and he could end the interview at any time. 

The following is a summary of the interview with Officer Saffold:  

Officer Saffold was working graveyard shift from 2130 to 0730 hours wearing a full 
Antioch Police Department uniform.  Officer Saffold was driving solo in a marked Antioch Police 
Department patrol car.  Officer Saffold was dispatched to a verbal altercation where a subject 
was arguing over a cell phone on Lone Tree Way and Ridgerock Drive. Officer Saffold saw the 
calls details on his patrol car’s computer. 

Officer Saffold arrived at the scene and saw a subject, later identified as Arturo GOMEZ, 
who was running from Officer Mulholland.  Officer Safford saw the subject running in and out 
of traffic and towards James Donlon Blvd.  Officer Safford saw GOMEZ fall to the ground on his 
own and saw Officer Mulholland attempt to take him into custody.   
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Officer Saffold assisted Officer Mulholland in trying to detain/handcuff GOMEZ.  GOMEZ 
was positioned face forward on the ground and Officer Mulholland was on the right side of 
GOMEZ’s body.  Officer Saffold assisted by positioning himself on GOMEZ’s left side.  Officer 
Saffold heard Officer Mulholland give multiple verbal commands for GOMEZ to put his hands 
behind his back and to take his hands out from underneath his body.  GOMEZ resisted the 
officers’ attempts to handcuff him by keeping his hands underneath his body, which was rigid 
and difficult to detain.   

Officer Saffold saw Officer Lassas arrive.  Officer Saffold transitioned to GOMEZ’s legs in 
order to control him.  Officer Saffold noticed GOMEZ’s legs were very stiff as he tried to put his 
legs in a control hold. 

As a group they were unsuccessful in getting GOMEZ’s hands out from underneath his 
body, so Officer Safford decided to deploy his taser.  Officer Saffold announced the use of the 
taser and discharged the taser darts at GOMEZ, which struck his buttocks area.  The taser did 
not have any effect.  Officer Saffold then removed the taser cartridge, cycled the taser, and 
determined it appeared to be working properly. Officer Saffold then applied a direct taser stun 
to GOMEZ’s lower leg, which still did not have any effect.   

Officer Saffold then controlled GOMEZ’s legs until Officer Mulholland and Officer Lassas 
were successful in putting GOMEZ’s hands behind his back and into handcuffs.  GOMEZ was 
handcuffed with two handcuffs strung together to allow more distance for his hands behind his 
back.   

Officer Saffold said GOMEZ went from fighting them, to not moving, and they 
immediately noticed GOMEZ was having a medical emergency.  GOMEZ was unhandcuffed and 
put into a recovery position. GOMEZ was breathing, but his breathing was labored.  Officer 
Saffold noticed GOMEZ was gurgling and GOMEZ’s vitals declined.  Officers started CPR and 
continued CPR until they were relieved by paramedics. 

Interviews of Witness Officers:  

Interview of Antioch Police Officer Joe Magana: 

Antioch Police Officer Joe Magana was interviewed on February 24th, 2021, at 06:50 
hours by CCCDAO Senior Inspector John Garcia and Antioch Police Detective Loren Bledsoe.   

The following is a summary of the interview of Antioch Police Officer Joe Magana: 

On the date of the incident Officer Magana was partnered with Antioch Officer Nicholas 
Shipilov.  Both officers were in a patrol car where Officer Shipilov was the driver of the vehicle 
and Officer Magana was in the passenger seat.  While on patrol, they responded to a call to 
assist officers at Sutter Delta Hospital on Lone Tree Way near Ridgerock Drive.  They were 
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advised that an individual was running into traffic and officers were engaged with that 
individual.   

When Officer Magana arrived at the scene, he exited his patrol car and saw a subject, 
later identified as GOMEZ, on the ground.  Two officers were behind GOMEZ and were 
struggling to get GOMEZ’s arms together and behind his back.  Officer Magana stated that 
GOMEZ was on the ground, “almost sitting up” and was not handcuffed at this point.   Officer 
Magana asked if the officers needed a WRAP restraint to control GOMEZ, and they responded, 
“Yes.”   

Officer Magana went to his patrol car to obtain a WRAP restraint and heard officers 
state that GOMEZ was non-responsive.  Officer Magana returned to GOMEZ’s location and saw 
GOMEZ was non-responsive.  GOMEZ’s handcuffs were removed, and officers began attempting 
life saving measures.     

Interview of Antioch Police Officer Nicholas Shipilov:  

Antioch Police Officer Nicholas Shipilov was interviewed on February 24th, 2021, at 
07:12 hours by CCCDAO Senior Inspector John Garcia and Antioch Police Detective Loren 
Bledsoe. 

The following is a summary of the interview with Antioch Police Officer Nicholas Shipilov: 

Officer Shipilov was on patrol with Officer Magana at the time of the incident.  Officer 
Shipilov was the driver of the patrol vehicle while Officer Magana was in the passenger seat.  
While on patrol, Officers Shipilov and Magana responded to a call of a problem near the area of 
Ridgerock Drive.   

Officer Shipilov parked his patrol car and saw officers engaged with a person, who was 
later identified as GOMEZ.  GOMEZ was on the ground, on his stomach, but was “tilted to the 
side a little bit.” Officer Saffold had GOMEZ in a leg lock while Officers Mulholland and Lassas 
were attempting to secure GOMEZ’s hands behind his back so he could be handcuffed. None of 
the police officers were observed on GOMEZ’s back, which would have been counterproductive 
to their goal of removing GOMEZ’s hands from underneath his torso.  GOMEZ was conscious 
and breathing at that time.  Officer Saffold maintained the leg lock to immobilize GOMEZ and 
the other officers stepped away from him.  

In less than two minutes, they realized that GOMEZ was unresponsive and moved him 
into the recovery position and removed his handcuffs. Officers attempted to bring him back to 
consciousness and began administering life saving measures.     
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Interviews of Medical Responders: 

Interview of Firefighter Paramedic Alan Bradford: 

Firefighter Paramedic Alan Bradford was interviewed on March 19th, 2021, by Antioch 
Police Detective Bledsoe at Contra Costa County Fire station 82.  

The following is a summary of the interview with Firefighter Paramedic Alan Bradford: 

Firefighter Paramedic Bradford received a call of a “man down” in the roadway at the 
intersection of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Boulevard.  As their engine responded to the 
scene, they received updates that the man was unconscious and another update that CPR was 
in progress.   

When he arrived at the scene, the Antioch Police Department had an AED, and they 
were doing CPR on a man lying in the roadway on his back.  Firefighter Paramedic Bradford 
confirmed that GOMEZ’s airway was clear, that there was nothing in his mouth and they 
determined that he was in cardiac arrest, requiring them to run a cardiac arrest protocol.   

Officers on scene were asked if there was “a struggle, a foot bail or any kind of physical 
altercations” and they responded that GOMEZ had been tased.  Firefighter Paramedic Bradford 
did not see any evidence of physical trauma to GOMEZ or trauma caused by the Taser 
deployment.   

A LUCAS device was used to do chest compressions.  An ambulance arrived and the 
decision was made to “load and go” to transport GOMEZ to the hospital across the street rather 
than continue to treat him in the dangerous, dark roadway of James Donlon Boulevard. 
Firefighter Paramedic Bradford described the road as a “speedway” where fatal collisions had 
occurred. GOMEZ was unconscious throughout Firefighter Bradford’s contact with him. 

Interview of Firefighter EMT Michael Porep: 

Firefighter Paramedic Michael Porep was interviewed on March 19th, 2021, by Antioch 
Police Detective Bledsoe at Contra Costa County Fire station 82.  

The following is a summary of the interview with EMT Michael Porep: 

Firefighter EMT Porep responded to the scene “for either a seizure or possible tasing” at 
intersection of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Boulevard, which he knew was an extremely 
busy intersection where people were known to drive “way over the speed limit all of the time 
out there”.  As they were responding, the call was upgraded to a “non-breathing patient”.    

Upon arriving, the Antioch Police Department had the whole area shut down to prevent 
traffic from driving through.  A man, later identified as GOMEZ, was lying on his back with either 
one or two taser darts ``in him”.  GOMEZ wasn’t breathing, he had no pulse, and his skin was a 
little clammy to the touch.   
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Firefighter EMT Porep set up a LUCAS device, which is an automatic chest compression 
device, on the man’s chest, attached cardiac monitor patches, set up a continuous airway and 
provided breathing support.  He did not see any signs of physical trauma other than blood 
coming from the man’s mouth which is common when a patient is in cardiac arrest.   

Firefighter EMT Porep did not ask any questions about what happened and did not 
overhear anything said by police officers at the scene that caused him any concern. He 
accompanied GOMEZ in the ambulance to the hospital to maintain a clear airway.  At the 
hospital, the man began aspirating fluid and vomit which they tried to suction out and the 
hospital staff took over GOMEZ’s care. 

Interview of Fire Captain EMT David Woods: 

Firefighter Captain EMT David Woods was interviewed on March 19th, 2021, by Antioch 
Police Detective Bledsoe at Contra Costa County Fire station 82.  

The following is a summary of the interview with Firefighter Captain EMT David Woods: 

Fire Captain EMT Woods received a medical aid call with instructions to stage and that 
“PD” was on scene.  As they left the fire station, updates were received that they were clear to 
enter the scene and the patient was unresponsive.  It took them 60 seconds to respond from 
the fire station to the scene.   

When they arrived, he saw the patient, later identified as GOMEZ, lying on his back in 
the eastbound lanes of James Donlon Boulevard just west of Lone Tree Way. Two Antioch 
Police officers were performing two person CPR with one officer doing compressions and one 
officer doing rescue breathing with a mouth-to-mouth mask.   

Captain Woods asked the officers what happened and was told there was a fight or brief 
altercation, GOMEZ had been running and there was a taser deployment. He was told that 
Narcan had been administered after the man became unresponsive. Captain Woods assumed 
the lead role in the man’s care and took over CPR from the officers.   

An automatic compression machine was set up and Advanced Life Support was initiated.  
Captain Woods did a physical assessment of the man’s condition and did not observe any 
outward signs of trauma and did see Taser dart cables. He began cardiac care once he 
concluded that there was no evidence of trauma-induced injury. From Captain Wood’s 
perspective, there was nothing out of the ordinary and he believed that it was a medical 
incident.   

Captain Woods is very familiar with the area of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon 
Boulevard. During his 17-year career in Antioch, he has responded to multiple fatalities and 
several multi-vehicle and auto-pedestrian collisions in that area. Captain Woods always has a 
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heightened safety concern treating a patient in any street; however, Lone Tree Way and James 
Donlon Boulevard is known for being a “high speed” roadway with a high volume of traffic. 

Interviews of Civilian Witnesses: 

Interview of W-1 [Lyft driver] 

W-1 was interviewed on 2/24/21 at approximately 0500 hours by Antioch Detective 
Thomas Smith and CCCDAO Senior Inspector Aaron Ross. The interview was conducted in an 
Antioch Police Department interview room.  W-1 confirmed he understood the interview was 
voluntary and that he could end the interview at any time.   

 The following is a summary of the interview with W-1: 

W-1 has been a Lyft driver for about three years.  He moved back to the Bay Area after 
working about 2 years out of state.  While working for Lyft, W-1 has taken about 600 fares and 
has a five-star rating.  Working for Lyft is W-1's second job. 

W-1 signed onto the Lyft app on 2/23/21 between about 8-9 pm.  He took 2-4 fares 
during the evening.  On one fare, he picked up a female in Vallejo.  W-1 drove the female from 
Vallejo to Antioch and dropped her off without incident.  While in Antioch, he accepted another 
fare to pick up a person in Antioch. 

W-1 picked up a male, later identified at Arturo GOMEZ.  GOMEZ’s Lyft account was 
under a female name and the picture associated with the account was a female.  W-1 said it is 
very common for people to order a ride for another person using their account and picking up a 
male in this manner was not out of the ordinary. 

Once W-1 picked up GOMEZ, W-1 used his phone and the mapping portion of the Lyft 
app to take GOMEZ to his destination, which was in Antioch.  While driving to the destination, 
GOMEZ started saying that W-1 wasn’t going the right way. GOMEZ started getting excited and 
yelled at W-1.  GOMEZ told W-1 to stop because he wanted to get out.   

W-1 provided GOMEZ his cell phone to update the destination address.  W-1 pulled over 
and GOMEZ asked him to unlock the back doors, which had remained locked.  W-1 forcefully 
asked GOMEZ for his phone in order to get his phone back.   

W-1 described GOMEZ’s behavior as if he was on drugs.  W-1 pulled over at an unknown 
location during his route and got out of the car because of GOMEZ’s aggressive behavior.  
GOMEZ was in the rear passenger seat and had another cell phone in his hand along with some 
other metal objects he could hear GOMEZ rattling around.   

GOMEZ tried to get into the driver’s seat by crawling through the center area of the car 
from the back seat.  W-1 reached into his car and removed the keys to prevent GOMEZ from 
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accessing them.  W-1 heard GOMEZ say multiple times that he was scared, that someone was 
looking for him, and that he was in trouble.   

GOMEZ eventually exited the car and ran away.  W-1 was not familiar with the area, so 
he didn’t know where GOMEZ ran off to.  W-1 drove away from the area for a couple of 
minutes and pulled over again to press the emergency button on the Lyft app.  The emergency 
button connected him to a private security company and eventually connected him with 
Antioch PD 911 Dispatch.   

GOMEZ left a backpack in his vehicle, which he turned over to investigators.  W-1 
reiterated that the fare with GOMEZ started off fine, but GOMEZ became more and more 
excited while they were driving.  W-1 recalled GOMEZ talking to himself.  GOMEZ was telling 
himself, “It’ll be alright” repeatedly.  W-1 confirmed there were no cameras or recording 
devices in his vehicle.  W-1 consented to a search of his vehicle and phone as a part of the 
investigation. 

Interview of W-2 [Driver of Vehicle GOMEZ attempted to enter]  

W-2 was interviewed on February 24th, 2021, by Antioch Detective Randall Gragg.  The 
following is a summary of Detective Gragg’s interview of W-2: 

W-2, a newspaper delivery woman, was driving home on Lone Tree Way and stopped to 
make a left turn onto Ridgerock Drive in the city of Antioch at the time of the incident.  While in 
her car, W-2 saw officers, who were on foot, approach a suspect later identified as GOMEZ.  
GOMEZ was on foot and appeared to be frantic.  GOMEZ approached her vehicle on the 
passenger side while holding a cell phone in his hand.  GOMEZ tried to open her passenger 
door, but GOMEZ was not able to open the door.  W-2 was scared and asked the officer if she 
could go.  One of the officers told W-2 to “Go, go.”  W-2 drove through the intersection and 
away from the scene.     

Interview of W-3 [Witness to physical struggle between GOMEZ and officers] 

W-3 was interviewed on February 24th and February 25th, 2021, by Antioch Detective 
Randall Gragg.  The following is a summary of Detective Gragg’s interview of W-3: 

W-3 was driving on James Donlon Boulevard to Lone Tree Way when she saw three 
officers attempting to detain an unidentified man, later identified as GOMEZ.  W-3 witnessed 
the attempted detention while stopped at a red-light intersection for “a few minutes.”  

While waiting for the light to change, W-3 saw GOMEZ was laying with his stomach 
down on the ground on a nearby center median as three officers were holding him down.  W-3 
saw GOMEZ’s hands were behind his back, but W-3 could not tell if GOMEZ was handcuffed.  
W-3 could not tell how the respective officers were positioned, but stated the officers had 
GOMEZ, “covered up.”  W-3 slowly drove away from the scene once her light turned green. 
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W-3 initially told police GOMEZ was struggling with officers while on the ground, but 
later advised that she did not recall seeing GOMEZ struggling with officers.   

Interview of GOMEZ’s Family/Relatives/Acquaintances:   

GOMEZ’s family members, friends, and the mother of GOMEZ’s child were interviewed 
on March 5th, 2021, by Contra Costa County Senior Deputy John Garcia and Assistant Inspector 
Janet Era.   

The following is a summary of the information provided to inspectors: 

During the late evening of February 23, 2021, GOMEZ called his parents over the phone.  
He was crying while he spoke with them but would not tell them why he was so upset.  
GOMEZ’s behavior over the phone was not normal because he does not cry or get upset the 
way he did during the conversation. He asked his parents to take care of themselves. GOMEZ 
also called the mother of his child in Guatemala and told her to take care of their son and make 
sure that he did well in school. Friends of GOMEZ said he was upset over his relationship with 
the mother of his child. 

 Evidence Recovery: 

The Contra Costa County Criminalistics Laboratory was assigned to assist with evidence 
collection.  At Sutter Delta Medical Center, GOMEZ’s body was photographed, and trace 
evidence was collected from his hands and face.  Investigators noticed that GOMEZ had 
numerous scratches and abrasions on his forearms, hands, and knees.  Some appeared fresh 
and others were in varying stages of healing.  A Taser probe was attached to GOMEZ’s left 
buttock.  A switchblade knife with the blade in the closed position was on the gurney next to 
GOMEZ. 

The video recorded by Officer Hopwood at the scene with Officer Magana’s cell phone 
begins with GOMEZ unresponsive on his back on the pavement, the AED pads are prepared and 
then applied to GOMEZ’s chest by Officer Magana, a police officer tells GOMEZ to “Stay with us 
buddy”, the AED announcement of “no shock advised” and audible instructions on manual CPR 
occurs, Officer Magana begins chest compressions per the instructions, Narcan is administered, 
police officers tell GOMEZ to “Stay with me buddy”, a CPR mask is used by Officer Lassas to 
provide rescue breathes to GOMEZ, a fire engine can be heard, 2-man CPR continues, 
emergency medical arrives and installs the LUCAS Chest Compression System on GOMEZ.    

Con-Fire Captain Woods is heard asking the police officers, “What happened?”  Officer 
Saffold responds, “He ran from us, we fought him in the street, tased him and after handcuffing 
him, he went unconscious.” Another officer says that Narcan was administered.  Officer Saffold 
confirms this and says that they administered CPR for approximately 2 minutes.  Officer 
Magana says that 8 milligrams of Narcan was administered.  The remainder of the video shows 
the emergency medical personnel preparing GOMEZ for transport to Sutter Delta Hospital. 
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The police officers involved in the detention of GOMEZ were photographed wearing the 
uniforms and equipment they each had on during the detention.  Officer Mulholland was 
wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform with department patches on each 
shoulder, an exterior vest with a metal Antioch Police Department badge on the left chest and 
an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty belt, black boots, and black baseball batter-
style gloves.  Superficial scratches were observed on Officer Mulholland’s forearms, as well as 
scuff marks on his uniform pants and boots. 

Officer Saffold was wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform with 
department patches on each shoulder, an exterior vest with a metal Antioch Police Department 
badge on the left chest and an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty belt, black 
boots, a black beanie, and a black Antioch Police Department neck gaiter.  There were scuff 
marks on the lower legs of Officer Saffold’s uniform pants.  Officer Saffold did not suffer any 
injuries during the detention.   

Officer Lassas was wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform with 
department patches on each shoulder, an exterior vest with an embroidered Antioch Police 
Department badge on the left chest and an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty 
belt, black boots, glasses, and a black Antioch Police Department neck gaiter.  There were scuff 
marks on the lower legs of Officer Lassas’ uniform pants.  Officer Lassas did not suffer any 
injuries during the detention. 

Sergeant Bledsoe, who is an Antioch Police Department instructor in the use of the CEW 
Taser and was trained by Axon Industries, performed a function test on Officer Saffold’s Axon 
Taser, and it was found to be in proper working order.  Sergeant Bledsoe reviewed the device 
activations recorded by Officer Saffold’s taser.  The Taser was “armed” at 00:15:29. At 00:15:30 
the trigger was pulled with a duration of 8 seconds.  At 00:15:40, the trigger was pulled for 5 
seconds.  A third trigger pull occurred at 00:15:47 lasting 5 seconds.  The Taser was rendered 
“safe” at 00:15:54. 

Antioch Police Officer Hulleman, a CPR/First Aid Instructor and licensed paramedic who 
is responsible for the preparation of AED Use Reports which are submitted to the Contra Costa 
County EMS Agency, reviewed the data of the AED 13 used on February 24, 2021, at 00:18 
(time adjusted to reflect the correct time).  The EKG reading showed an initial asystole heart 
rhythm and “no shock” was advised.  Following that advisement, the data recorded was 
consistent with the administration of manual chest compressions utilized in CPR. 

The Contra Costa County Criminalistics Laboratory photographed the scene where 
Arturo GOMEZ was detained and collected a Narcan container with two used nose pieces, a 
COVID face mask, a shoe, and a Taser cartridge and probe as evidence.  An Automated External 
Defibrillator (AED) was collected from the scene and taken to the Antioch Police Department. 
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A black Motorola cell phone and a Samsung cell phone were found on James Donlon 
Boulevard in the left turn lane onto Lone Tree Way. 

A LG cell phone and a Motorola cell phone were found on the sidewalk on the east 
sidewalk of Lone Tree Way near Ridgerock Drive. 

Autopsy Report and Coroner’s Inquest: 

The autopsy of GOMEZ was conducted on February 25th, 2021, by Doctor Arnold 
Josselson, a forensic pathologist, to determine the cause of GOMEZ’s  death.  During his 
external examination, Dr. Josselson noted that there were abrasions (scratches on the surface 
of the skin) on GOMEZ’s knees, on his left hand, on his right forearm and the left side of his 
forehead that were consistent with a struggle. There were healing scrapes due to previous 
injuries and a bruise on his left arm, his lower right back and left buttocks, and a taser probe in 
the left buttocks.  Dr. Josselson did not observe any injuries to GOMEZ’s chest, neck, or throat.   

Dr. Josselson testified during the Coroner’s Inquest that the abrasions he observed did 
not contribute to GOMEZ’s death.  

 During Dr. Josselson’s internal examination, he found two bruises on the undersurface 
of the scalp (subdural hematomas) that were indicative of a struggle and did not contribute to 
GOMEZ’s death, nor did the taser deployment.  

 Dr. Josselson did not observe any internal injuries to GOMEZ’s chest, neck, or throat, 
nor did he observe petechial hemorrhaging in GOMEZ’s eyes.  Dr. Josselson found fluid in 
GOMEZ’s lungs that is common in someone who has undergone prolonged attempts at 
resuscitation.  

Dr. Josselson did not find any external injuries, or internal injuries or conditions, that he 
attributed to the cause of GOMEZ’s death.  

Dr. Josselson took samples of GOMEZ’s blood and ordered toxicology studies. 

The toxicology results obtained by NMS Laboratories revealed 910 ng. /Mil. of 
methamphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood.  Methamphetamine is a Schedule II central nervous 
system stimulant.  

 NMS noted that blood levels of 200 – 600 ng. /Mil. of methamphetamine have been 
reported in methamphetamine abusers who exhibited violent and irrational behavior and 
hallucinations. High doses of methamphetamine can cause circulatory collapse and convulsions. 

The toxicology results also revealed 54 ng. /Mil. of amphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood 
which is produced as methamphetamine is metabolized.  Amphetamine is a central nervous 
system stimulant which can produce restlessness, hallucinations, and cardiac arrest.   
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Consistent with the administration of Narcan during the life-saving efforts, naloxone 
(trademarked as Narcan) was identified in GOMEZ’s blood.  

Dr. Josselson determined the cause of Arturo GOMEZ’s death to be “asphyxia and 
cardiac arrest while in a prone position during a struggle with police after being tased while 
under the influence of methamphetamine”. 

On February 29th, 2022, Dr. Josselson testified at the Coroner’s Inquest regarding his 
opinion on GOMEZ’s cause of death. Dr. Josselson testified that GOMEZ’s death occurred in a 
three-stage process. In the first stage, methamphetamine induced GOMEZ’s “very aggressive, 
very active behavior running and resisting the police”, known as excited delirium.  In the second 
stage, when GOMEZ’s muscles were completely exhausted and he lost the ability to control his 
muscles, he stopped struggling. In the third stage when GOMEZ was on his stomach following 
handcuffing, his muscles were too weak to expand his rib cage and allow him to breathe 
resulting in gradual asphyxia (low oxygen) and then resulting in cardiac arrest (his heart 
stopped beating due to lack of oxygen). 
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LEGAL ANALYSIS  

I. Issue Presented  
  

The 2014 Contra Costa County Law Enforcement Involved Fatal Incident (LEIFI) Protocol 
applies to a fatal incident involving a civilian in Contra Costa County during which conduct by 
law enforcement personnel “actually or conceivably” was a factor in the fatality.  As the death 
of Arturo GOMEZ occurred during an attempt by law enforcement officers (LEOs) to detain or 
gain physical control over him, this fatal incident required a mandatory invocation of the LEIFI 
Protocol. 

Police officers may use reasonable restraint to effect a detention and arrest. (Ca. Penal 
Code section 835). 

“(P)olice officers act under color of the law to protect the public interest. They are 
charged with acting affirmatively and using force as part of their duties, because ‘the right to 
make an arrest or investigatory stop necessarily carries with it the right to use some degree of 
physical coercion or threat thereof to effect it.’ (Graham v. Connor (1989) 490 U.S. 386, 396).”  
Edson v. City of Anaheim (1998) 63 Cal.App.4th 1269, 1273.  However, if the facts prove beyond 
a reasonable doubt that a police officer used force that exceeded what was reasonably 
necessary under the circumstances, that use of force may result in criminal liability. People v. 
Perry (2019) 36 Cal.App.5th 444, 467. 

Pursuant to the LEIFI Protocol, a LEO whose conduct was “actually or conceivably” a 
factor in the fatality is defined as a LEA “actor.”  LEA “witnesses” are defined as law 
enforcement personnel who have knowledge of the protocol incident but whose conduct was 
not “actually or conceivably” a factor in the fatality.    

 Consequently, the issue to be resolved is whether the restraint used to detain and 
attempt to gain control of Arturo GOMEZ by the LEA actors, Officers Mulholland, Lassas and 
Saffold, was reasonable under the circumstances?  Following a careful and thorough evaluation 
pursuant to Penal Code section 835a(a)(3) of the totality of the facts and circumstances known 
to the involved officers and the applicable law, the force used to detain and restrain Arturo 
GOMEZ was reasonable and, therefore, lawful. 

  
II.  Applicable Legal Standards and the Law 

  
“Any peace officer who has reasonable cause to believe that the person to be arrested 

has committed a public offense may use objectively reasonable force to effect the arrest, to 
prevent escape, or to overcome resistance.” (Ca. Penal Code section 835a(b)).   
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A public offense is defined as an infraction, a misdemeanor, or a felony. (Ca. Penal Code 
section 16). 

“Where a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity exists, the public rightfully expects a 
police officer to inquire into such circumstances in the proper exercise of the officer’s duties.”  
People v. Wells (2006) 38 Cal.4th 1078, 1083. 

A person who is under the influence of a narcotic or controlled substance violates the 
provisions of Health and Safety Code section 11550, a misdemeanor. (Ca. Health & Safety Code 
section 11550). 

A pedestrian has the duty of using due care for his safety. (Ca. Vehicle Code section 
21950(b)). “No pedestrian may suddenly leave a curb or other place of safety and walk or run 
into the path of a vehicle that is so close as to constitute an immediate hazard.” (Ca. Vehicle 
Code section 21950(b)). “Between adjacent intersections controlled by traffic control signals . . 
., pedestrians shall not cross the roadway at any place except in a crosswalk.” (Ca. Vehicle Code 
section 21955).  “(I)t is unlawful and constitutes an infraction for any person to violate or fail to 
comply with any provision of (the Vehicle Code).” (Ca. Vehicle Code section 40000.1). 

Attempted carjacking, a felony, is defined as a direct but ineffective attempt to take 
another person’s car from their possession by fear or force. (Ca. Penal Code sections 215 and 
664).   

Attempted Kidnapping, a felony, is committed when a person takes a direct but 
ineffective step toward forcing another person to move, or drive, to another location by fear or 
force.  (Ca. Penal Code sections 207 and 664). 

A person “who willfully resists, delays, or obstructs” a police officer in the performance 
of his duties violates the provisions of Penal Code section 148, a misdemeanor. (Ca. Penal Code 
section 148).  

When a person suffering a mental health disorder is a danger to himself or to other 
persons, he may be detained and taken into custody by a peace officer for crisis intervention, 
evaluation, and treatment. (Ca. Welfare & Institutions Codes section 5150).   

“The decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated from the perspective of 
a reasonable police officer in the same situation, based on the totality of circumstances known 
to or perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the benefit of hindsight, and that the 
totality of the circumstances shall account for occasions when officers may be forced to make 
quick judgments about using force.” (Ca. Penal Code section 835a(a)(4)). 

“(A) police officer must have control over the manner and means of making an arrest or 
detention. The interests of the commonwealth happily coincide here with sound logic. Both 
dictate that ‘[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police 
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officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that are tense, 
uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 
situation.’ (Graham v. Connor, supra, 490 U.S. at pp. 396-397).” Edson v. City of Anaheim, supra, 
63 Cal.App.4th at p. 1273. 

III.  The Facts 

The following facts were obtained from reports prepared by District Attorney Senior 
Inspectors Ross and Garcia; the reports of the Antioch Police Department’s LEIFI team assigned 
to this investigation; the recorded interviews of Officers Mulholland, Lassas, Saffold, Magana 
and Shipilov; the video recorded at the detention scene; the recorded interviews of the 
involved Fire Department personnel; the reports of the Contra Costa County Criminalistics 
Laboratory regarding evidence collection from the location of the detention and the autopsy; 
the recorded 9-1-1 calls and dispatches; the CAD log; photographs of the location of the 
detention, at the hospital and during the autopsy; the Coroner’s Report; the pathologist’s 
report; the toxicology report and the transcript of the Coroner’s Inquest proceedings. The facts 
have been organized chronologically to assist in the analysis of what was known by each police 
officer, and when, as the events took place. 

Arturo GOMEZ’s identity was determined following his death. For ease of reading, he 
will be referred to by name throughout this analysis.  

For clarity regarding the scene location, at the east side of the intersection of Lone Tree 
Way, Ridgerock Drive ends and, in effect, becomes James Donlon Boulevard at the west side of 
the intersection of Lone Tree Way. This four-way intersection is controlled by traffic lights in all 
four directions and has crosswalks in all four directions. There are raised concrete center 
medians in the approach to the intersection in all four directions. 

 During the late evening of February 23, 2021, Arturo GOMEZ called his parents in 
Guatemala. He was crying while he spoke with them but would not tell them why he was so 
upset. He asked his parents to take care of themselves. Arturo GOMEZ also called the mother of 
his child in Guatemala and told her to take care of their son and make sure that he did well in 
school. Friends of Arturo GOMEZ said he was upset over his relationship with the mother of his 
child. 

Just before midnight, a Lyft driver received a ride request with a drop-off location in 
Antioch.  As the Lyft driver approached the pick-up address at 00:04 on February 24, 2021, he 
saw a man with long hair wearing a blue shirt and shorts standing on the corner, Arturo 
GOMEZ. The Lyft driver asked GOMEZ if he had requested a ride and GOMEZ confirmed that he 
had.  GOMEZ got into the rear passenger seat of the Lyft.  As the Lyft driver pulled away from 
the corner, GOMEZ asked about the address that they were going to. The Lyft driver passed his 
cell phone to GOMEZ so that he could read the destination address.  Shortly thereafter, GOMEZ 
said, “Right here is fine.  Pull over.” Before he unlocked the car doors, the Lyft driver asked 
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GOMEZ to return his cell phone. GOMEZ responded, “Unlock the door now, I’m scared, I’m 
scared.”  

Based on the content of the recorded dispatch, GOMEZ called 9-1-1 at 00:04:30 while he 
was in the Lyft.  GOMEZ told the Antioch Police Department dispatcher that he was in a white 
car and asked the person who was with him his name. The Lyft driver responded, “Mitchell.  
GOMEZ told the dispatcher that he was in an Uber and was supposed to go to his destination, 
but someone hacked his phone. The dispatcher noted that the caller sounded paranoid. A 
second voice in the background said repeatedly, “Give me my phone.” There were sounds of a 
struggle and GOMEZ said, “White car” and “Send police here.” GOMEZ told the dispatcher that 
he was on the corner of Lone Tree Way and spelled out “Ridgerock”.  Police were then 
dispatched to that location. 

After multiple requests from the Lyft driver, GOMEZ returned his cell phone. The Lyft 
driver heard noises consistent with metal objects in the back seat of the car and was afraid that 
he was going to be stabbed, so the Lyft driver opened the driver’s door and got out of his car.  
GOMEZ jumped into the driver’s seat. Worried that GOMEZ was going to drive off in his car, the 
Lyft driver reached into the car, turned off the ignition and took the car keys.  GOMEZ kept 
repeating that he was scared and in trouble and then ran off down the street. The Lyft driver 
found GOMEZ’s backpack on the back seat of his car.  

The Lyft driver contacted Lyft’s emergency alert system, reported the incident with 
GOMEZ and asked them to notify the Antioch Police Department. 

The following facts were obtained from the post-fatal incident interview of Officer 
Mulholland with a legal representative present, the interview of a newspaper delivery woman, 
and the recorded dispatches. 

Antioch Police Officer Mulholland was partnered in a marked patrol car with Officer 
Lassas. Their patrol unit call sign was Z6.  Officer Mulholland overheard a priority 9-1-1 dispatch 
to Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way.  A man called and said his phone had been hacked and 
he was being followed by a white car and there was a verbal disturbance in the background.  As 
they were driving northbound on Lone Tree Way, Officer Mulholland saw a man on the 
northeast corner of the intersection with long dark hair wearing a blue shirt and a COVID mask, 
Arturo GOMEZ.  Officer Lassas pulled over and turned on the patrol car’s emergency overhead 
lights.  As Officer Mulholland got out of the patrol car, he saw that GOMEZ appeared to be 
talking on a cell phone.  He asked GOMEZ if he was talking to police dispatch.  

GOMEZ called 9-1-1 at 00:10:51. He can be heard saying, “I have a record.”  Another 
voice is heard saying, “Everyone in Antioch has a record.”  The dispatcher asks if a police officer 
is there with GOMEZ. The call then disconnects. 
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 Officer Lassas walked up behind Officer Mulholland. GOMEZ continued to talk on the 
phone and began walking backward and said, “You’re a fake cop”.  Officer Mulholland assured 
GOMEZ that he was a real police officer and that they were there to help him.  Gomes looked to 
his left and right and appeared to be very nervous. GOMEZ kept repeating that they weren’t 
real police. 

 Officer Mulholland had no prior experience with GOMEZ and did not know if GOMEZ 
was dealing with trauma or if he was under the influence of a controlled substance or was 
having a mental health crisis.  

GOMEZ then ran into the street on Lone Tree Way and onto the center median.  

At 00:11:44 dispatch was updated, “He’s running away from us right now across Lone 
Tree.” 

A few minutes after midnight, a newspaper delivery woman (W2) drove down Lone Tree 
Way and stopped at the red light to turn left onto Ridgerock Drive. To her left, she saw two 
police officers out of their patrol car walking on Lone Tree Way toward her and the center 
median.  They did not have their guns drawn and were walking toward a Hispanic man, Arturo 
GOMEZ, who was frantic and talking very loudly. W-2 could not understand what he was saying.  
GOMEZ ran around her car to the passenger side and was holding a cell phone in his left hand 
and pointing at the police officers with his right hand.  GOMEZ tried to open one of her 
passenger side doors and she was afraid of what he would do if he got into her car.  She rolled 
down her window partway and asked the police officers if she could leave. One of the police 
officers responded, “Go, go.”  She drove through the red light because she was afraid.   

Officer Mulholland watched GOMEZ chase her car for 20 – 30 feet into the intersection 
before GOMEZ ran back westbound through the intersection.  GOMEZ was nearly hit by a car 
on Lone Tree Way.  At least three other cars went through the intersection while GOMEZ was 
running in the traffic lanes. 

Due to the serious safety hazard created by GOMEZ running in traffic on the heavily 
traveled main thoroughfare, Officer Mulholland conferred with Officer Lassas about the best 
course of action to mitigate the danger. 

  Officer Mulholland heard Officer Lassas request additional units to create a traffic break 
to prevent a car from hitting GOMEZ. 

At 00:11:44, Officer Lassas updated dispatch that they “need help stopping traffic.  He’s 
going to get hit in the intersection.” 

As this was occurring, Officer Mulholland watched as GOMEZ began running westbound 
in the intersection. He updated dispatch, “James Donlon and Lone Tree.” 
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GOMEZ ran into the eastbound lanes of James Donlon Boulevard, which was not well-lit, 
zigzagging as he ran. Officer Mulholland updated dispatch, “Westbound James Donlon.”  

With heightened concerns that a motorist would not be able to see GOMEZ in the roadway on 
James Donlon Boulevard and would hit him, Officer Mulholland ran after GOMEZ and asked 
Officer Lassas to follow them in the patrol car.   

Officer Mulholland ran after GOMEZ for approximately 100 yards while giving verbal 
commands to GOMEZ to stop running.  As GOMEZ ran, he looked back at Officer Mulholland, 
stumbled, and fell to the ground in the traffic lanes of James Donlon Boulevard. Officer 
Mulholland ordered GOMEZ to stay on the ground. GOMEZ did not follow Officer Mulholland’s 
command and began to stand up.  Using his body weight, Officer Mulholland attempted to push 
GOMEZ down on the roadway, but GOMEZ was able to stand up. GOMEZ was struggling to 
break free of Officer Mulholland’s grasp.  Officer Mulholland was able to push GOMEZ onto his 
hands and knees.   

Officer Saffold arrived and assisted Officer Mulholland in taking GOMEZ all the way 
down on the pavement.   

Officer Saffold controlled GOMEZ’s legs in a figure-four leg lock while Officer Mulholland 
attempted to remove GOMEZ’s arm from underneath his body. GOMEZ had not been searched 
and could gain access to a weapon in his waistband with his hands underneath his body.  
GOMEZ tensed his arm and resisted so that Officer Mulholland could not gain control of both of 
his arms. Officer Lassas arrived and attempted to remove GOMEZ’s arm from underneath his 
body but was not successful.   

At 00:13:56, dispatch is updated “We are fighting with him in the eastbound lanes of 
James Donlon.” 

At 00:15:01, a request is made to dispatch to stage medical. 

At 00:15:26, dispatch is updated that the scene is clear for medical. 

Officer Mulholland heard Officer Saffold say, “I’m going to tase him.”  Officer 
Mulholland saw that Officer Saffold was holding a Taser and saw him deploy the Taser into 
GOMEZ’s buttocks.  Officer Mulholland did not notice any physical signs that the Taser had 
caused neuro muscular incapacitation to GOMEZ, and Officer Mulholland was still not able to 
remove GOMEZ’s arm from underneath his body.  GOMEZ resisted for an additional minute to 
minute and a half before Officer Mulholland was able to gain control of GOMEZ’s arm.  GOMEZ 
continued to resist Officer Mulholland and two sets of handcuffs were required to restrain 
GOMEZ.  No force was applied to GOMEZ after he was handcuffed. Officer Mulholland then 
advised dispatch that they were “Code 4” (the scene is under control), and he saw Officer 
Saffold release control of GOMEZ’s legs.  
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At 00:15:48, dispatch is advised of a Taser deployment and Code 3 medical was 
requested pursuant to the Taser deployment protocol.  

At 00:17:07, Lyft security calls the Antioch Police Department and advises them of the 
incident with GOMEZ and arranges for the Lyft driver to be interviewed. 

At 00:17:21, dispatch is asked to advise emergency medical services that they are in the 
left turn lanes of eastbound James Donlon. 

 Officer Mulholland looked over at GOMEZ and saw that he was limp and face down in a 
prone position. Officer Mulholland moved GOMEZ’s hair off his face and saw that he was in 
medical distress. Officer Mulholland and the officers on scene moved GOMEZ into the recovery 
position and removed the handcuffs.  Officer Mulholland removed the COVID mask GOMEZ was 
wearing and heard a gurgling sound which indicated to him that GOMEZ was having difficulty 
breathing.   

At 00:17:43, dispatch was updated, “The male is unconscious right now.” 

Officer Magana began administering CPR to GOMEZ.   

At 00:19:29, dispatch was updated, “CPR is in progress. Narcan deployed.” 

Officer Mulholland’s supervisor, Sergeant Green, arrived on scene a short time later and 
sequestered Officer Mulholland. 

The following facts were obtained from the post-fatal incident interview of Officer 
Lassas with a legal representative present, and the recorded dispatches. 

Officer Lassas and Officer Mulholland were dispatched to a priority one, unknown 
trouble call shortly after midnight at the intersection of Lone Tree Way and Ridgerock Drive.  
The details in the dispatch included that the man who called sounded paranoid and talked 
about his phone being bugged and that two male voices could be heard arguing with one 
saying, “Give me my phone back.”  When they arrived at the intersection, they saw a man, 
Arturo GOMEZ, talking on a cell phone. Officer Lassas pulled the patrol car over to the curb by 
GOMEZ.  GOMEZ was talking on a cell phone and was holding two cell phones.    

Officer Lassas walked in the street over to GOMEZ and asked GOMEZ how he could help 
him.  GOMEZ looked at him wide-eyed and lowered his center of gravity in rapid, jerky 
movements.  GOMEZ kept repeating, “Who are you?  Who the fuck are you?  You guys are not 
police.” Officer Lassas told GOMEZ that he was a police officer and that he was there to help 
him. Officer Lassas stepped onto the sidewalk to get out of the roadway and GOMEZ stepped 
backward, repeating, “Who are you?” Officer Lassas and Officer Mulholland were 
approximately 10 – 15 feet away from GOMEZ and remained calm in an attempt not to further 
upset GOMEZ.  Officer Lassas believed that GOMEZ was possibly under the influence of a 
narcotic. 
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        Officer Lassas watched GOMEZ then run into the intersection of Lone Tree Way, cross 
the median and approach a car stopped in the left turn lane, banging on the passenger side of 
the car, and yelling at the female driver to, “Let me in.”  GOMEZ began to come around to the 
driver’s side of the car. Officer Lassas went into the intersection, concerned for the safety of the 
driver as her window was open and there was the potential that GOMEZ could car jack her.  The 
driver asked Officer Lassas what she should do?  He could see that she was afraid, and he told 
her to drive away.  The driver accelerated quickly out of the intersection and GOMEZ chased 
her.  GOMEZ then ran through the intersection and was nearly hit by three cars.  Officer Lassas 
feared for GOMEZ’s safety, as well as his own, in the roadway. Officer Lassas and Officer 
Mulholland decided for the safety of all the involved parties and the public that GOMEZ needed 
to be removed from the street. Officer Lassas called for additional units to respond to the 
scene. Officer Mulholland told Officer Lassas to follow him in the patrol car while Officer 
Mulholland chased GOMEZ.   

GOMEZ ran through the Lone Tree Way intersection into the westbound lanes of James 
Donlon Boulevard. In Officer Lassas’s experience, this intersection is heavily traveled by cars 
driving at high speeds. Officer Lassas followed in the patrol car. He saw Officer Saffold and 
Officer Mulholland on the ground with GOMEZ.  GOMEZ was on his stomach, and he could hear 
Officer Saffold and Officer Mulholland yelling commands to give up his hands. Officer Lassas 
could see that GOMEZ was clenching his arms underneath his body and thrashing his feet and 
legs. Officer Lassas attempted to control GOMEZ’s left arm while Officer Mulholland worked on 
securing his right arm and Officer Saffold applied a figure-four leg lock.  Once he took hold of 
GOMEZ’s arm, Officer Lassas felt the “insane”, “superhuman” strength being exerted by GOMEZ 
and noticed that his arm was very sweaty.  Neither Officer Mulholland nor Officer Lassas was 
able to control GOMEZ’s arms.  GOMEZ was  ordered to “Stop fighting” and “Put your hands 
behind your back.” Officer Saffold deployed his taser and hit GOMEZ in the left buttock without 
adequate spread which consequently did not produce neuromuscular incapacitation. Officer 
Saffold then moved the Taser to GOMEZ’s right shoulder increasing the spread but with little 
effect. Officer Lassa heard GOMEZ say, “Ok”, and Officer Saffold turned off the Taser. GOMEZ 
continued to struggle and Officer Saffold re-activated his Taser and delivered a drive-stun to 
GOMEZ’s lower back. Officer Mulholland and Officer Lassas were then able to secure GOMEZ’s 
arms and handcuff him. Officer Saffold released the figure-four leg lock.   

Officer Lassas did not use any force on GOMEZ other than the control technique to 
remove his hand from underneath his body. Officer Lassas did not place his weight on GOMEZ’s 
back or neck, or use carotid restraint, or restrict GOMEZ’s airway. Officer Lassas did not see any 
other police officers placing their weight on GOMEZ’s back or neck.    

As Officer Lassas was walking to his patrol car to retrieve a WRAP (a safety device used 
to restrain combative detainees), he heard an officer say something similar to, “Let’s put him in 
the recovery position.  Something doesn’t seem right.”  Officer Lassas saw officers on scene 
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remove GOMEZ’s handcuffs and begin lifesaving efforts.  Officer Lassas believed that GOMEZ 
was possibly overdosing on a narcotic, so he retrieved Narcan from his patrol car and 
administered two doses to GOMEZ.  Officer Lassas and Officer Magana continued CPR on 
GOMEZ until Emergency Medical Services arrived.  Officer Lassas had not had any contact with, 
or knowledge of, GOMEZ prior to the February 24th incident and he did not believe that any of 
the other officers had either. 

The following facts were obtained from the post-fatal incident interview of Officer 
Saffold with a legal representative present, and the recorded dispatches. 

Officer Saffold was assigned to a patrol car without a partner and his patrol unit call sign 
was Z5.  He was dispatched along with Officers Mulholland and Lassas to the intersection of 
Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way for a verbal altercation that possibly sounded physical with 
someone in the background saying, “Give me back my phone”.  While he was en route, he 
heard Officers Lassas and Mulholland advise that they were on scene and subsequently that 
GOMEZ was running into traffic and had approached a vehicle.  When he arrived, the traffic was 
medium to heavy.  Officer Saffold saw Officer Lassas on southbound Lone Tree Way in the 
middle of the road stopping traffic and he saw Officer Mulholland running through the 
intersection into the eastbound lanes of James Donlon Boulevard, chasing GOMEZ.  Officer 
Saffold turned onto James Donlon Boulevard westbound in the eastbound lanes to block on-
coming traffic and prevent GOMEZ and Officer Mulholland from being hit.  

At 00:13:24, dispatch was updated by patrol unit Z5, “James Donlon/LTW (Lone Tree 
Way).” 

Officer Saffold saw GOMEZ trip and fall to the ground on his stomach. Officer 
Mulholland attempted to detain GOMEZ and went to the ground to the right side of GOMEZ.  
Officer Saffold got out of his patrol car and ran over to Officer Mulholland to help him detain 
GOMEZ.  GOMEZ was extremely rigid, and Officer Saffold was not able to pull his arm behind his 
back.  Officer Saffold heard Officer Mulholland repeatedly ordering GOMEZ to put his hands 
behind his back and to take his hands out from underneath his body. He also heard Officer 
Mulholland tell GOMEZ, “Stop biting me.  Don’t bite me.” Officer Saffold put GOMEZ’s legs into 
a figure-four leg lock and continued to wrestle with him to control his legs to prevent him from 
standing up and escaping. Officer Saffold noted that GOMEZ’s legs were as rigid as his arms 
were.  

 Based on the level of active resistance, the fact that GOMEZ was fighting bringing his 
hands out of a position where he had the potential to access a weapon in his waistband, and 
the inability of three police officers to control GOMEZ in the dangerous roadway, Officer Saffold 
informed Officers Mulholland and Lassas that he was going to deploy his Taser. Officer Saffold 
deployed the Taser in probe mode.  The probes entered GOMEZ’s left buttock without 
adequate spread to produce neuromuscular incapacitation. Officer Saffold deployed the taser 
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on GOMEZ’s shoulder to increase the spread, but GOMEZ continued to resist.  Officer Saffold 
then conducted a function test on the Taser, and after receiving confirmation that it was 
functioning properly, he deployed a drive-stun on GOMEZ’s calf since it was not covered with 
clothing as GOMEZ was wearing shorts, again with no effect on GOMEZ’s resistance. Officer 
Saffold has deployed his Taser on four or five prior occasions, all of which had resulted in 
neuromuscular incapacitation.  

Officer Saffold chose to use his Taser as a less-than-lethal option to overcome GOMEZ’s 
resistance rather than his flashlight due to the proximity of the other officers who could have 
been accidentally struck while GOMEZ was resisting. Officer Saffold was not able to use 
Oleoresin Capsicum spray since GOMEZ was face down and the other officers were in such 
close proximity that they would have been exposed to the spray.  

Neither Officer Saffold, nor any other officers that he saw, put any pressure on GOMEZ’s 
neck, throat, or mouth, or obstructed his airway, or covered his mouth, or used carotid 
restraint.  During the application of the figure-four leg lock, Officer Saffold’s body weight was 
on GOMEZ’s legs and not GOMEZ’s upper body. Shortly after Officer Saffold deployed his Taser, 
Officer Mulholland was able to handcuff one of GOMEZ’s wrists and requested a second set of 
handcuffs which Officer Saffold provided to him.  

 After GOMEZ was handcuffed, medical attention was requested “Code 3 '' due to the 
Taser deployment and the potential need for a W&I 5150 mental health evaluation.  

At 00:15:48, dispatch is advised of the Taser deployment and medical is requested. 

At 00:17:21, dispatch is asked to advise medical that they are in the left turn lanes of 
eastbound James Donlon. 

 Within several seconds of being subdued, Officer Saffold noticed that GOMEZ went 
from fighting and resisting vigorously to not moving at all. At Officer Mulholland’s request, 
Officer Saffold rolled GOMEZ onto his left side, removed the handcuffs, and moved him into the 
recovery position.  Officer Saffold noticed that GOMEZ’s breathing was labored, and they 
transitioned into lifesaving efforts. 

At 00:17:46, dispatch was advised that GOMEZ is unconscious. 

During the administration of CPR, Officer Saffold told GOMEZ, “Stay with us, fight, we 
are here to help.” 

At 00:20:13, Officer Saffold asked dispatch for an “ETA on AMR” and confirmed that 
GOMEZ was not breathing. 

Officer Saffold believed that GOMEZ was under the influence of a controlled substance 
or having a mental health crisis. Officer Saffold had never seen GOMEZ before and did not know 
who he was. 
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The following facts were obtained from the post-fatal incident interview of Officer 
Magana with a legal representative present, and the recorded dispatches. 

Officer Magana has been a police officer since 2009.  He completed an EMT course at 
Los Medanos College in 2008, received first aid CPR training in the police academy and 
supplemental training in advanced officer training.  Officer Magana was partnered with Officer 
Shipilov in patrol unit K95 and heard officers broadcast over the radio that a subject was 
running in traffic. Moments later, Officer Magana heard officers broadcast that they caught up 
with the subject and that they were “fighting one.”  Officers Magana and Shipilov responded to 
the request for assistance Code 3 (with emergency lights and sirens) to the scene, arriving 
within a few minutes. 

At 00:14:26, dispatch records reflect that patrol unit K95 was responding to the scene. 

At 00:17:17, dispatch records reflect that patrol unit K95 was on scene. 

Officer Magana saw a man on the ground and Officers Mulholland, Lassas and Saffold 
attempting to detain GOMEZ in the left turn lane of James Donlon Boulevard near the center 
median. Officer Magana saw GOMEZ on the ground facing away from him in a semi-seated 
position.  Two police officers were attempting to gain control of GOMEZ’s arms, one on each 
side of GOMEZ, and yelled out that they were trying to get him into handcuffs, but he was 
resisting.  A third officer was attempting to hold GOMEZ’s legs. Officer Magana asked the police 
officers if GOMEZ was still resisting, and they responded that he was.  Officer Magana asked if 
the officers needed a WRAP. When he received a positive response, Officer Magana went to 
the patrol cars to locate a WRAP to assist in restraining GOMEZ.   

As he was doing so, Officer Magana heard one of the officers say that GOMEZ was 
“unresponsive and not breathing.”  Officer Magana ran back and saw that GOMEZ was 
positioned on his side and handcuffed.  Officers were doing a “sternum rub” attempting to 
stimulate a reaction from GOMEZ.  When GOMEZ did not respond, he was immediately un-
handcuffed and rolled on to his back to expose his chest. Officer Magana passed his cell phone 
to Officer Hopwood and asked him to video record the lifesaving efforts.   

Officer Magana did an assessment of GOMEZ’s condition and observed that GOMEZ’s 
mouth was free of any obstructions, his eyes were unresponsive, his skin was white and 
clammy to the touch, and he had no carotid pulse. Officer Magana began manual chest 
compressions as a police officer retrieved an AED (Automated Electronic Defibrillator) from a 
patrol car.  Officer Magana followed the audible instructions from the AED and placed both 
pads on GOMEZ’s chest to obtain a reading from the AED.  Once the AED announced that “no 
shock was advised and to continue CPR”, Officer Magana continued manual chest compressions 
leaving the AED pads in place. Officer Lassas administered two, 4 milligram doses of Narcan to 
GOMEZ to counteract a potential opiate overdose.  Officer Lassas joined Officer Magana and 
provided rescue breaths to GOMEZ as Officer Magana continued manual chest compressions.  
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Officer Lassas and Officer Magana continued the two-man CPR until the fire department 
relieved them.   

The following facts were obtained from the post-fatal incident interview of Officer 
Shipilov with a legal representative present, and the recorded dispatches. 

 Officer Shipilov was partnered with Officer Magana, and he was driving their patrol car.  
Officer Shipilov knew that officers had been dispatched to a 9-1-1 call of an unknown nature in 
the area of Ridgerock Drive and Lone Tree Way, and when two officers responded, a man ran 
from the police officers. Officer Shipilov overheard those officers request additional units to 
help shut down the roadway because the man was creating a traffic hazard and the officers 
were concerned that the man would be hit by a passing vehicle.   

Officer Shipilov knew that the area of Lone Tree Way and Ridgerock Drive was an area 
with “relatively high-speed limits and traffic conditions.”  As he and Officer Magana were 
responding to the request for additional units from their location at Contra Loma Boulevard and 
James Donlon Boulevard, Officer Shipilov heard the officers broadcast that the man was now 
running westbound on James Donlon Boulevard in traffic. Officer Shipilov next heard the 
officers broadcast that they were “fighting one in the lanes of traffic.”  Due to his concern that 
the suspect and the police officers would be hit by on-coming traffic, Officer Shipilov upgraded 
his response to the call to Code 3 (emergency lights and sirens).  

 Once they arrived, it appeared to Officer Shipilov that the active resistance had ended, 
and police officers were taking GOMEZ into custody. Officer Magana got out of their patrol car 
and approached the detention scene. Officer Shipilov parked their patrol car about 30 feet 
away from the detention scene to warn on-coming drivers of the hazard in the roadway and 
create a safety barrier from on-coming traffic.   

Officer Shipilov saw that Officer Saffold had GOMEZ in a figure-four leg lock and Officer 
Mulholland and Officer Lassas were still struggling to get GOMEZ’s left arm out from 
underneath his torso. GOMEZ was on his stomach and slightly tilted to the side. As Officer 
Shipilov reached the detention scene, the officers were in the process of handcuffing GOMEZ 
and double locking the handcuffs. None of the police officers were observed on GOMEZ’s back 
which would have been counterproductive to their goal of removing GOMEZ’s hands from 
underneath his torso. GOMEZ was conscious and breathing at that time. Officer Saffold 
maintained the figure-four leg lock to immobilize GOMEZ and the other officers stepped away 
from him.  

In less than two minutes, they realized that GOMEZ was unresponsive and moved him 
into the recovery position and removed his handcuffs. Officer Shipilov checked GOMEZ’s right 
wrist for a pulse and could not locate one.  An officer tried to revive GOMEZ using a sternum 
rub with no response. Officer Shipilov noticed that GOMEZ’s eyes were “glassed over,” his 
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breathing was agonal, and his tongue was “puffed out” so he tilted GOMEZ’s head and lifted his 
chin to clear his airway.   

At 00:17:21, dispatch is advised that GOMEZ is unconscious. 

 Officer Shipilov asked for an AED and was provided one by Officer Lassas. Officer 
Shipilov prepared the AED pads and gave them to Officer Magana who was doing chest 
compressions. The AED audibly announced, “No shock advised” and CPR was continued. Once a 
mask was obtained, Officer Lassas assisted with CPR by providing rescue breaths. Officer 
Shipilov monitored the time to track the two-minute pause until the next AED assessment of 
GOMEZ.  They provided CPR for one minute and 45 seconds before the fire department arrived 
and took over the resuscitation efforts. Throughout the resuscitation efforts, dispatch was 
updated regarding GOMEZ’s condition and the rescue efforts. 

The following facts were obtained from the interview of Firefighter Paramedic Bradford 
and the recorded dispatches. 

Firefighter Paramedic Bradford received a call of a “man down” in the roadway at the 
intersection of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Boulevard.  As their engine responded to the 
scene, they received updates that the man was unconscious and another update that CPR was 
in progress.  When he arrived at the scene, the Antioch Police Department had an AED, and 
they were doing CPR on a man lying in the roadway on his back.  Firefighter Paramedic Bradford 
confirmed that GOMEZ’s airway was clear, that there was nothing in his mouth and they 
determined that he was in cardiac arrest, requiring them to run a cardiac arrest protocol.  
Officers on scene were asked if there was “a struggle, a foot bail or any kind of physical 
altercations” and they responded that GOMEZ had been tased.  Firefighter Paramedic Bradford 
did not see any evidence of physical trauma to GOMEZ or trauma caused by the Taser 
deployment.  A LUCAS device was used to do chest compressions.  An ambulance arrived and 
the decision was made to “load and go” to transport GOMEZ to the hospital across the street 
rather than continue to treat him in the dangerous, dark roadway of James Donlon Boulevard. 
Firefighter Paramedic Bradford described the road as a “speedway” where fatal collisions had 
occurred.  GOMEZ was unconscious throughout Firefighter Bradford’s contact with him. 

The following facts were obtained from the interview of Firefighter EMT Porep and the 
recorded dispatches. 

Firefighter EMT Porep responded to the scene “for either a seizure or possible tasing” at 
intersection of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon Boulevard which he knew was an extremely 
busy intersection where people were known to drive “way over the speed limit all of the time 
out there.”  As they were responding, the call was upgraded to a “non-breathing patient.”  The 
Antioch Police Department had the whole area shut down to prevent traffic from driving 
through.  A man was lying on his back with either one or two taser darts ``in him.”  The man 
wasn’t breathing, he had no pulse, and his skin was a little clammy to the touch. Firefighter 
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EMT Porep set up a LUCAS device, which is an automatic chest compression device, on the 
man’s chest, attached cardiac monitor patches, set up a continuous airway and provided 
breathing support.  He did not see any signs of physical trauma other than blood coming from 
the man’s mouth which is common when a patient is in cardiac arrest. Firefighter EMT Porep 
did not ask any questions about what happened and did not overhear anything said by police 
officers at the scene that caused him any concern. He accompanied GOMEZ in the ambulance 
to the hospital to maintain a clear airway.  At the hospital, the man began aspirating fluid and 
vomit which they tried to suction out and the hospital staff took over GOMEZ’s care. 

The following facts were obtained from the interview of Fire Captain EMT Woods and 
the recorded dispatches. 

Fire Captain EMT Woods received a medical aid call with instructions to stage and that 
“PD” was on scene.  As they left the fire station, updates were received that they were clear to 
enter the scene and the patient was unresponsive.  It took them 60 seconds to respond from 
the fire station to the scene.  When they arrived, he saw the patient lying on his back in the 
eastbound lanes of James Donlon Boulevard just west of Lone Tree Way.  Two Antioch Police 
officers were performing two person CPR with one officer doing compressions and one officer 
doing rescue breathing with a mouth-to-mouth mask.  Captain Woods asked the officers what 
happened and was told there was a fight or brief altercation, the man had been running and 
there was a Taser deployment.  He was told that Narcan had been administered after the man 
became unresponsive.  Captain Woods assumed the lead role in the man’s care and took over 
CPR from the officers.  An automatic compression machine was set up and Advanced Life 
Support was initiated.  Captain Woods did a physical assessment of the man’s condition and did 
not observe any outward signs of trauma and did see Taser dart cables.  He began cardiac care 
once he concluded that there was no evidence of trauma-induced injury.  From Captain Wood’s 
perspective, there was nothing out of the ordinary and he believed that it was a medical 
incident.  Captain Woods is very familiar with the area of Lone Tree Way and James Donlon 
Boulevard.  During his 17-year career in Antioch, he has responded to multiple fatalities and 
several multi-vehicle and auto-pedestrian collisions in that area.  Captain Woods always has a 
heightened safety concern treating a patient in any street; however, Lone Tree Way and James 
Donlon Boulevard is known for being a “high speed” roadway with a high volume of traffic. 

The Antioch Police Department was informed that Arturo GOMEZ was declared 
deceased at 00:54. The LEIFI Protocol was invoked at 00:59 and Officers Mulholland, Lassas and 
Saffold were sequestered pending their interviews.  The Contra Costa County District Attorney’s 
Office Investigations Unit was notified, and a joint investigative briefing was held at the Antioch 
Police Department.    

The Contra Costa County Criminalistics Laboratory was assigned to assist with evidence 
collection.  At Sutter Delta Medical Center, Arturo GOMEZ’s body was photographed, and trace 
evidence was collected from his hands and face.  Investigators noticed that GOMEZ had 
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numerous scratches and abrasions on his forearms, hands, and knees.  Some appeared fresh 
and others were in varying stages of healing.  A Taser probe was attached to GOMEZ’ left 
buttock.  A switchblade knife with the blade in the closed position was on the gurney next to 
GOMEZ. 

The video recorded by Officer Hopwood at the scene with Officer Magana’s cell phone 
begins with GOMEZ unresponsive on his back on the pavement. The AED pads are prepared and 
then applied to GOMEZ’s chest by Officer Magana while a police officer tells GOMEZ to “Stay 
with us buddy,” The AED announcement of “no shock advised” and audible instructions on 
manual CPR occurs and Officer Magana begins chest compressions per the instructions. Narcan 
is administered and police officers tell GOMEZ to “Stay with me buddy.”  A CPR mask is used by 
Officer Lassas to provide rescue breaths to GOMEZ and a fire engine can be heard. 2-man CPR 
continues and then emergency medical arrives and installs the LUCAS Chest Compression 
System on GOMEZ.  Con-Fire Captain Woods is heard asking the police officers, “What 
happened?” Officer Saffold responds, “He ran from us, we fought him in the street, tased him 
and after handcuffing him, he went unconscious.”  Another officer says that Narcan was 
administered. Officer Saffold confirms this and says that they administered CPR for 
approximately 2 minutes. Officer Magana says that 8 milligrams of Narcan was administered. 
The remainder of the video shows the emergency medical personnel preparing GOMEZ for 
transport to Sutter Delta Hospital. 

The police officers involved in the detention of GOMEZ were photographed wearing the 
uniforms and equipment they each had on during the detention.  

 Officer Mulholland was wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform 
with department patches on each shoulder, an exterior vest with a metal Antioch Police 
Department badge on the left chest and an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty 
belt, black boots, and black baseball batter-style gloves. Superficial scratches were observed on 
Officer Mulholland’s forearms, as well as scuff marks on his uniform pants and boots. 

Officer Saffold was wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform with 
department patches on each shoulder, an exterior vest with a metal Antioch Police Department 
badge on the left chest and an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty belt, black 
boots, a black beanie, and a black Antioch Police Department neck gaiter. There were scuff 
marks on the lower legs of Officer Saffold’s uniform pants. Officer Saffold did not suffer any 
injuries during the detention. A function test was performed on Officer Saffold’s Taser, and it 
was found to be in proper working order.  

Officer Lassas was wearing a standard Antioch Police Department BDU uniform with 
department patches on each shoulder, an exterior vest with an embroidered Antioch Police 
Department badge on the left chest and an embroidered name tag on the right chest, a duty 
belt, black boots, glasses, and a black Antioch Police Department neck gaiter.  There were scuff 
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marks on the lower legs of Officer Lassas’ uniform pants. Officer Lassas did not suffer any 
injuries during the detention. 

Sergeant Bledsoe, who is an Antioch Police Department instructor in the use of the CEW 
Taser and was trained by Axon Industries, performed a function test on Officer Saffold’s Axon 
Taser, and it was found to be in proper working order.  Sergeant Bledsoe reviewed the device 
activations recorded by Officer Saffold’s taser.  The Taser was “armed” at 00:15:29. At 00:15:30 
the trigger was pulled with a duration of 8 seconds.  At 00:15:40, the trigger was pulled for 5 
seconds.  A third trigger pull occurred at 00:15:47 lasting 5 seconds.  The Taser was rendered 
“safe” at 00:15:54. 

Antioch Police Officer Hulleman is a CPR/First Aid Instructor and licensed paramedic and 
is responsible for the preparation of AED Use Reports which are submitted to the Contra Costa 
County EMS Agency.  Officer Hulleman reviewed the data of the AED 13 used on February 24, 
2021, at 00:18 (time adjusted to reflect the correct time). The EKG reading showed an initial 
asystole heart rhythm and “no shock” was advised.  Following that advisement, the data 
recorded was consistent with the administration of manual chest compressions utilized in CPR. 

The Contra Costa County Criminalistics Laboratory photographed the scene where 
Arturo GOMEZ was detained and collected a Narcan container with two used nose pieces, a 
COVID face mask, a shoe, and a Taser cartridge and probe as evidence. An Automated External 
Defibrillator (AED) was collected from the scene and taken to the Antioch Police Department. 

A black Motorola cell phone and a Samsung cell phone were found on James Donlon 
Boulevard in the left turn lane onto Lone Tree Way. 

A LG cell phone and a Motorola cell phone were found on the sidewalk on the east 
sidewalk of Lone Tree Way near Ridgerock Drive. 

A woman (W-3) was interviewed who drove down James Donlon and saw a man near 
the median struggling as police officers tried to handcuff him. In a subsequent interview, she 
did not remember seeing the man struggling. 

The newspaper delivery woman (W-2) drove back through the intersection about 10 
minutes after GOMEZ attempted to get into her car. She saw GOMEZ lying in the turn lane and 
4-police officers around him. 

Residents whose homes backed onto James Donlon were interviewed. Several heard 
commands yelled, such as, “Put your hands up,” and saw “police lights.”  One woman saw a 
man wearing shorts lying in the street as police officers administered CPR. 

The Autopsy:   

An autopsy was performed by Dr. Arnold Josselson, a forensic pathologist, on the body 
of Arturo GOMEZ on February 25, 2021, to determine the cause of his death. During his 
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external examination, Dr. Josselson noted that there were abrasions (scratches on the surface 
of the skin) on GOMEZ’s knees, on his left hand, on his right forearm and the left side of his 
forehead that were consistent with a struggle.  There were healing scrapes due to previous 
injuries and a bruise on his left arm, his lower right back and left buttocks, and a taser probe in 
the left buttocks. Dr. Josselson did not observe any injuries to GOMEZ’s chest, neck, or throat.   

Dr. Josselson testified during the Coroner’s Inquest that the abrasions he observed did 
not contribute to GOMEZ’s death.  

 During Dr. Josselson’s internal examination, he found two bruises on the undersurface 
of the scalp (subdural hematomas) that were indicative of a struggle and did not contribute to 
GOMEZ’s death, nor did the taser deployment.  

 Dr. Josselson did not observe any internal injuries to GOMEZ’s chest, neck, or throat, 
nor did he observe petechial hemorrhaging in GOMEZ’s eyes. Dr. Josselson found fluid in 
GOMEZ’s lungs that is common in someone who has undergone prolonged attempts at 
resuscitation.  

Dr. Josselson did not find any external injuries, or internal injuries or conditions, that he 
attributed to the cause of GOMEZ’s death.  

Dr. Josselson took samples of GOMEZ’s blood and ordered toxicology studies. 

The toxicology results obtained by NMS Laboratories revealed 910 ng. /Mil. of 
methamphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood. Methamphetamine is a Schedule II central nervous 
system stimulant.  

 NMS noted that blood levels of 200 – 600 ng. /Mil. of methamphetamine have been 
reported in methamphetamine abusers who exhibited violent and irrational behavior and 
hallucinations. High doses of methamphetamine can cause circulatory collapse and convulsions. 

The toxicology results also revealed 54 ng. /Mil. of amphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood 
which is produced as methamphetamine is metabolized.  Amphetamine is a central nervous 
system stimulant which can produce restlessness, hallucinations, and cardiac arrest.   

Consistent with the administration of Narcan during the life-saving efforts, naloxone 
(trademarked as Narcan) was identified in GOMEZ’s blood.  

Dr. Josselson determined the cause of Arturo GOMEZ’s death to be “asphyxia and 
cardiac arrest while in a prone position during a struggle with police after being tased while 
under the influence of methamphetamine.”   

On April 29, 2022, Dr. Josselson explained to the Coroner’s Inquest Jury that GOMEZ’s 
death occurred in a three-stage process. In the first stage, methamphetamine induced GOMEZ’s 
“very aggressive, very active behavior running and resisting the police,” known as excited 
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delirium.  In the second stage, when GOMEZ’s muscles were completely exhausted and he lost 
the ability to control his muscles, he stopped struggling.  In the third stage when GOMEZ was on 
his stomach following handcuffing, his muscles were too weak to expand his rib cage and allow 
him to breathe resulting in gradual asphyxia (low oxygen) and then resulting in cardiac arrest 
(his heart stopped beating due to lack of oxygen).  

Following the testimony of Dr. Josselson, Detective Smith and Senior Inspector Ross, the 
Coroner’s Inquest Jury returned a unanimous verdict that the death of Arturo GOMEZ was an 
accident (defined as an unforeseen event, misfortune, act, or omission with no evidence of an 
intent to harm or cause death). 

  
IV.  Analysis  

  
1. THE USE OF FORCE WAS LAWFUL 

  

Officers Mulholland, Lassas and Saffold witnessed Arturo GOMEZ commit multiple 
public offenses which permitted them to use reasonable force to detain him pursuant Penal 
Code sections 835a and 835a(b).   

Officers Mulholland and Lassas believed that GOMEZ was under the influence of a 
narcotic or controlled substance in violation of Health & Safety Code section 11550, a public 
offense, based on his paranoid, irrational belief that, after he called 9-1-1 and requested that 
the police respond to his location, that they while wearing clearly identifiable police uniforms 
and driving a patrol car with the emergency lights activated were not police officers.  As was 
corroborated by contemporaneous radio transmissions, GOMEZ then ran into the traffic lanes 
in violation of multiple sections of the Vehicle Code, public offenses.  GOMEZ attempted to car 
jack the newspaper delivery woman, a felony violation of the Penal Code and a public offense 
but was thwarted in his attempt when she sped away at the direction of the police officers 
(whom she recognized by their uniforms).  GOMEZ recklessly disregarded the danger of running 
through traffic traveling at high speed through the intersection, even after being nearly hit by 
three cars, and continued to run in the roadway against the direction of traffic. GOMEZ ignored 
Officer Mulholland’s commands to stop and tripped himself. Officer Lassas and Officer Saffold 
heard Officer Mulholland yelling commands to GOMEZ to stop resisting and to show his hands 
and saw GOMEZ ignoring those commands and fighting Officer Mulholland’s attempts to 
control him. When Officer Saffold took hold of GOMEZ’s arm and his legs, the level of resistance 
GOMEZ was able to exert lead him to believe that GOMEZ was under the influence of a 
controlled substance. When Officer Lassas attempted to gain control of GOMEZ’s other arm, he 
noticed that GOMEZ was exerting “superhuman strength” in his resistance.   
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 The actor-police officers’ belief that GOMEZ was under the influence of a controlled 
substance was corroborated by the toxicology results identifying high levels of 
methamphetamine and amphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood. Of note, per NMS, the levels of 
methamphetamine and amphetamine in GOMEZ’s blood would produce the hallucinations and 
irrational, violent behavior described by the Lyft driver, recorded in GOMEZ’s 9-1-1 calls, 
described by the newspaper delivery woman, and described by Officers Mulholland, Lassas and 
Saffold.  

 Consistent with Officer Lassas’ belief that GOMEZ was under the influence of a narcotic 
and was overdosing, Officer Lassas administered Narcan to him to reverse the effects of an 
opioid overdose.  The Narcan administration was corroborated by the video taken at the scene, 
the Narcan container recovered at the scene and the presence of naloxone in GOMEZ’s blood. 

2.  THE USE OF FORCE WAS REASONABLE 

 The force that was used to detain Arturo GOMEZ was objectively reasonable under the 
circumstances facing Officers Mulholland, Lassas and Saffold and was no greater than that 
required to overcome GOMEZ’s resistance. None of the actor-officers employed lethal force, 
and the force used by the actor-officers did not cause GOMEZ’s death.   

After GOMEZ fell into the traffic lane on James Donlon, Officer Mulholland was 
confronted with detaining him and removing him from the extreme danger created by on-
coming traffic as quickly as possible.  As GOMEZ stood up, Officer Mulholland used his body 
weight to attempt to take GOMEZ to the ground to detain and handcuff him but was only able 
to take GOMEZ down to his hands and knees. Officer Saffold arrived and helped Officer 
Mulholland take GOMEZ down onto the pavement.  GOMEZ had not been searched and was 
actively resisting removing his hands from underneath his torso where he could access a 
weapon (of note, a switchblade knife was found next to GOMEZ on the gurney in the 
Emergency Room). Officers Mulholland and Lassas attempted to remove his hands from under 
his torso by pulling on GOMEZ’s arms and Officer Saffold utilized a figure 4 leg restraint to stop 
GOMEZ from kicking or standing up.    

Faced with the  danger posed by a continued struggle  with GOMEZ in the traffic lane, 
his forceful resistance against being handcuffed and the inability to secure his person for a 
search of weapons or dangerous objects,  Officer Saffold deployed his Taser hoping to 
momentarily immobilize GOMEZ so that he could be safely handcuffed and removed from the 
roadway.  Prior to deploying his Taser, Officer Saffold considered using his baton, but he was in 
such close proximity to Officers Mulholland and Lassas that he risked striking them. Officer 
Saffold also considered using his OC spray but with GOMEZ face down, the spray could not be 
effectively deployed into GOMEZ’s eyes.  

  The descriptions given by the actor-officers of the Taser deployment was corroborated 
by the download of Officer Saffold’s Taser. 
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The actor-officers’ description of the events was corroborated by contemporaneous 
radio transmissions which establish that the use of force to overcome GOMEZ’s resistance 
lasted from 00:13:56 – 00:15:48, less than two minutes. 

The actor-officer’s statement to Fire Captain Woods which was captured on video 
almost contemporaneously to the detention, was “He ran from us, we fought him in the street, 
tased him and after handcuffing him, he went unconscious.” is consistent with his description 
of the events. 

None of the EMTs observed any sign of trauma to GOMEZ and they believed they were 
dealing with a medical emergency.   

During the autopsy, Dr. Josselson found abrasions on GOMEZ’s knees, arms and head 
that were consistent with the description by the actor-officers of the force that they used to 
overcome GOMEZ’s resistance. Dr. Josselson did not find any external, or internal injuries, that 
were inconsistent with the force that was described by the actor-officers. Dr. Josselson 
concluded that the abrasions and the Taser deployment, the only evidence of the use of force, 
did not cause Arturo GOMEZ’s death.  

The condition of the actor-officers’ uniforms and their injuries, or lack thereof, is 
consistent with the actor-officers’ descriptions of the force they used to overcome GOMEZ’s 
resistance.  Officer Mulholland, who was the most actively involved officer, had abrasions to his 
arms consistent with going to the ground with GOMEZ, as well as scuffs to his boots and 
uniform pant legs which protected his knees from abrasions.  He did not have any injuries to his 
hands consistent with punching or other types of force. Officer Saffold, who was the second 
most actively involved officer maintaining the leg hold, was not injured, and had scuffs to his 
boots and uniform pants. Officer Lassas had scuffs on his uniform pants and was not injured.  

None of the actor-officers applied pressure to GOMEZ’s neck, used a carotid hold or 
applied pressure to his back. None of witness-officers at the detention scene saw any of the 
actor-officers apply pressure to GOMEZ’s neck, use a carotid hold or apply pressure to his back.  
As noted by Officer Shipilov, putting pressure on GOMEZ’s back would have made it more 
difficult for the actor-officers to accomplish their goal of removing GOMEZ’s hands from 
underneath his torso.   

Dr. Josselson corroborated that during the autopsy that there were no injuries, either 
externally or internally, to D’s neck, throat, back or chest that were consistent with force being 
applied to those parts of D’s body.   

Also, of significance in the consideration of the totality of the circumstances surrounding 
the use of force to overcome GOMEZ’s resistance are the life-saving efforts immediately 
undertaken by the actor-officers and witness-officers to save Arturo GOMEZ’s life once they 
became aware that he was no longer responsive.   
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Consistent with Dr. Josselson’s description of the gradual process of asphyxia following 
methamphetamine-induced muscle exhaustion, Officer Shipilov saw GOMEZ on his stomach 
and tilted slightly to his side as Officer Mulholland was handcuffing him. Officer Mulholland 
stepped away from GOMEZ, as did Officer Lassas, and Officer Saffold released his hold on 
GOMEZ’s legs. After GOMEZ was handcuffed, medical was requested at 00:15:48.  Both Officer 
Shipilov and Officer Saffold saw that GOMEZ was breathing and responsive after he was 
handcuffed.   

Anticipating that GOMEZ would continue to resist as he was being transported to APD, 
Officer Lassas walked back to a patrol unit to retrieve a WRAP.  At 00:17:21, dispatch was asked 
to advise emergency medical services that they were in the left turn lanes of eastbound James 
Donlon.   

Approximately two minutes after GOMEZ was handcuffed, Officer Shipilov noticed that 
GOMEZ was no longer responsive. Officer Saffold saw that GOMEZ slowly lost consciousness.  
Officer Mulholland noticed that GOMEZ was now face down and limp. He moved GOMEZ’s hair 
away from his face and noticed from his breathing that he was in medical distress.  GOMEZ was 
immediately moved into recovery position and unhandcuffed.   

At 00:17:46, dispatch was updated that GOMEZ is unconscious. Officer Shipilov was not 
able to find a pulse in GOMEZ’s right wrists and Officer Magana was not able to find a carotid 
pulse. The video of the detention scene that begins at this time shows that GOMEZ’s body is 
completely unresponsive and does not resist chest compressions. Officer Shipilov prepares the 
AED pads and hands them to Officer Magana. The AED is deployed at 00:18:00 and the police 
officers continue two-man CPR until emergency medical arrives. In the video, the actor and 
witness-officers are heard repeatedly telling GOMEZ to, “Stay with us buddy”. 

Following a consideration of the totality of the circumstances known to Officers 
Mulholland, Lassas and Saffold, the force that was used by each of them was no greater than 
that which was required to detain Arturo GOMEZ and was objectively reasonable pursuant to 
Penal Code sections 835 and 835a(a)(4). 

 Conclusion  

Following the careful and thorough evaluation required by Penal Code section 
835a(a)(4) of the totality of the facts and circumstances known to the involved officers and the 
applicable law, the force used to detain and restrain Arturo GOMEZ was objectively reasonable 
and, therefore, lawful pursuant to Penal Code section 835 and 835a(b).  Consequently, no 
further action will be taken by the District Attorney’s Office. 


